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PREFACE,

'Community colleges have changed in recent years. Increased.

enrollments in career and Vocational programs, el*ination of many
/

requirements for transfer students, the attraction of newer disciplines

in the social sciences and in other fields, and a widespread concentration

on the community at large and their practical and/or recreational

demands have altered both the constitution of student bodies and the

program offerings.

Changing characteristics of the student population are worth noting.

The first of these changes concerns the steady increase in the proportion

of two-year college students enrolled in occupational programs: from

13% in 1965 to approximately 30% in 1970 to nearly 50% in 1976.

The second important change that has. occurred in recent years has )

--been the increase in the number of studentS enrolled in non-credit

courses or programs. According to a recent American Association of

ComMunity, Junior, and Technical Colleges. report 41976), over 1.5 million

persons, participated at that time in, courses or programs that did not

carry credit (for example--civic,,cultural, community interest, and

recreational courses).

The third major change concerns the composition of the student

population,itself. As of 1974 over half (56%) of the students in two-

year colleges were enrolled part-time, and over 40% were over age 21

an increase of 10% in the enrollments of this age group since 1970.

Part-time and adult students have beep characterized frequefitly as having

little interest in taking courses taught as foundation:t1Ocks for

further study.

How are these changes, then, reflected in the curriculum? In

faculty attitudes and future directions? In their orientation to teach-

ing? For the past three years, we at the Center for the Study of

Community Colleges in Los Angeles have been actively involved in a "'

study of the humanities in two-year colleges. Under grants from the

National Endowment for the Humanities, we have conducted intensive

literature reviews of humanities studenn, faculty, and curriculum;
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have 'surveyed faculty in terms of specific demographics, values, ori-

entation to their work, theit profesSional involvement- -and, more're-,

cently, their instructional practices; and have Conducted studies

of enrollment and ,curAcular,trends tri the humanities.

.- Using careful selection techniques, we sampled 156 colleges in

' 1975; 178 in 1977-78. In order to assure representativeness in the

selection of colleges and faculty, a two-staged sampling procedure

was employec The first stage involved the selection of a proportionate

number of public and private colleges that were appropriately distr4buted

among the various geographic regions. Secondary variables for college

selection were institutional size; emphasis--comprehensive, liberal
c.

arts, vocational, technical; age; and type of organization--single

campus, multi-campus, or two-year ,branch of a university. The 178

colleges in the current sample comprise 15% of all Colleges listed in

the 1977 Community, Junior, and Technical College Directory and include

136 of the colleges participating in the original sample of 156.

Within these ,colleges: weseTecied instructors and.campus facilita-
.

tot

tors who were involved in,.one of the disciplines falling under the

rubrit of the National Endowment for the Humanities. These included

cultural anthropology, art appreciation and kistory,foreign languages

4)"(i cluding English as a Second Language), history, literiature, inter-

disciplinary humanities,.music appreciation and history, philosophy,

political science, religious studies, and social studies (including

cultural geography and ethnic and women's studies). According to NEH:s

definition of the humanities, the performing arts were excluded as

were English cdmpositiOn and physical anthropology and geography.

" In 1975, 1,49 randomly selected humanities instructors and,a

smaller coterie of 505 non-humanitits instructors and chairpersons
,

responded ta an 11 -page Faculty Survey This- constituted an 84%

response rate. (A report of the many findings from the Survey are

contained in a book published in 1977 by Praeger- -The Two-Year College

Instructor Todjayby Cohen and Brawer.) Th-i-s monograph includes information

from the Faculty Survey regarding the various disciplines in which
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they are involved. It also contains.information stemming from three
.

other sources: a survey of 178 campus facilitators who proOded

information on enrollment trends and curricular patterns; a'survey of

te instructors,of 860 class sections who supplied data on instrutional

practices; and an intensive'd$tamination of 1975 and-1977 Spring schedules

of classes of the 178 participating colleges.

The.procktures used for the last two methods of gathering information

were as follows: Class schedules for Spring 1976 and Spring/1977 were

obtained from the colleges participating in this national study.

Information regarding day and evening, credit and non-credit courses

and class sections was deri
'

ved,from these schedules. Further, a list '

of all humanities courses appearing in each college's class sehedUles

was sent to a campus.representative (facilitator) whp was asked to provide

enrollment figures for each humanities course specified and to answer

certain questions regarding humanities activities.

In addition to the data about attitudes, demographics, future

plans, and work orientation of instructors in the various disciplines

gleaned, from the Faculty Survey, this monograph also presents information

about courses and enrollment in the various disciplines. A considerable

amount of inforrhation regarding particular trends is offered and varioUs
4

suggestions are made for improvjng the status of humanities in term

of the associated disciplines.

When We consider that'two-year colleges in America, including both

private junior and public community colleges, currently enroll over

four million students, or 35% of the total national college enroll-

ment,, we see that the humanities could potentially affect a sizeable

portion of thepopulation. The information contained hdre should be

of interost to humanities instructors, college curriculum.committeeS,

would -be 'instructors, and college administrator:i who are concerned with

both their campus functioning and with the relationship of the humanities

to the total collekstructure..

The reports contained in this monograph are divided into two

sections', Part I is concerned 'with enrollments and curriculum and

certain Suggestions about progranis and, instruction from facilitators
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of our 178 sample colleges. Part II deals with reports about the way..

instructors, grouped according to, discipline, perce40 their roles.,

,
Becabse of the way this sample was drawn, we believe that the findings

may be generated to a much wider spectrum of colleges throughout, the

country. The material is divided into disciplines falling under the

purview of the National Endowment for the Humanities, and these

discipline's ace arranged in alphabetical offer. References cited

are at the end of the appropriate chapters.

. In Part I, Jack Friedlander, a graduate student at UCLA and research

associate at the Center, wrote the chapters on foreign languages, history,

music Ostory.and appreciation, and political science. He also co-

authored the chapter on philosophy curriculum with Katherine Shamey,

a philosophy instructor at Santa,Monica College.

Harold Cantor, a post-doctoral scholar at the Center, wrote

three cnaptees; cultural geography and ethnic, social and women's

studies; integrated humanities, and theater and film.

Sue-Schlesinger, a graduate student at UCLA, was responsible

'for the literature chapter in Part 1.

William Cohen, a Center research assistant, wrote the section 00

art history and appreciation for this portion. He also did all the

. drawings in this monograph.

The two remaining chapters in Part 1, concerned with anthropology

and religious studies, were written Florence B. Brawer, Research

Directoi. and Publication Coordinator of the Center. She also wrote

the major portion of the second section, dealing with responses to the

faculty Survey that queried 1,493 humanities instructors and 505 non-

4humanit4es people, principally chairpersons; and she revised and

edited the entire manuscript.

Arthur M. Cohen, Center President and Principal Investigator of

the project, did some orthe writing of Section II and reviewed and

commented pn all the material.

We are indebted to the National Endowment for the Humanities and

to Stanley Turesky, our Endowment project director, for making this

iv
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proje_ci possible.,

Florence B. Brawer

Center for the Study of Community Colleges
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PART I

A. INSTRUCTION AND CURRICULUM IN,THE HUMANITIES

In'1976after we at the Cent- er for the Study of Community Colleges

had reviewed the literature on humanities faculty, students, and curriculum

.and,tad engaged iri some preliminary discussions and debates about college
...-

, ../

directions, course emphases, and the importance of particular programs

and postveswe'wrote that "the perpetuation `and diffusion of the
-,,_

humanitiestypically,occupieta priority status farbelow that of career

education, remedial. studies, adult basic education and student guidance."
-1 .,---

______,Ate also urged that "if the humanities are teplay an important role in'

in
ustwo-year colleges, thenoVeepeople involved t be aware of existing

situations.' They Must recognize the impact of humanities education

on students enrolled ip all types of courses, ands,must base their
i

1
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awarenest upon a knowledge of existent data (Cohen and Brawer, 1976,

Part I, p. 1).

.Under grants from the National Endowm.ent-for the Humanities,

we have spent a great part of the lase four yea'rs doing just that- -

trying totperpetutke the humanities in two-year colleges by surve

instructors in se1716d colleges throughout the'country, alerting

key people in the colleges to their plight, proloding data, and dissem-

inating information through articles and books, workshops, and seminars.

Data for the first part of this
.
monograph have be n collected

.

rom four sources: 1) special visits to 19 colleges scat ed through;

cut the country to gain in-depth and am-siteonformatidn about the hu-

manities; 2) a survey of 178 campus facilitators whO provided fhforma- .

tion on enrollmtnt and curriculum patterns from each of their colleges;

3) a survey of 860 instructors, selected through a stratified random,

sanipling,procedure, who supplied data on instructional practices;

and 4),ah intensive examination of Spring 1975 and Spring 1977 schedules

of classes for the 178 participating colleges. ,

Some of our most recent findings about the various disciplines

which fall under tfie rubric of the humanities are discussed here.

Perhaps this information will be helpful .int formulating some ideas -

,---- for furthering the humanities in two-year colleges throughout the

country.* ,
' _

First; we find that while the total enrollments in our partici-

pating colleges are up (by 7%), the total humanities, enrorlments

are down, by 3%. Decreases range from lows of 13% in literature and..

10% in anthropology to a 3% dedline in geography and ethnic studies.

Enrollments in music are down by 9%; history and philosophy have

been reduced by 8%; and art has decreased by 6 %. The only humanities

courses that have seen an enrollment increase are political science

(4i), interdisciplinary humanities (6%), and foreign languages (9%).

The increase 'in languages, however, is nqt pervasive f the field

as a'whole. Indeed, if it were not for Spanish and for nglish as a

Second Language (considered to be a foreign language), t languages

S.

t'
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would be'going theic_way most other humanities enrollment5 are gotng--
7)

1 . down.

( Second, except for politic.al science, history, and literature
\ .

'On order, of incidence), many
,

two-year associate degree-granting,.
institutions offer no courses in the humanities. This suggests an

i -

\ extremk narrowing of curriculum, and indeed, there arewidespread

discrepancies in the percent of colleges offering certain humanities'

\ccobrses. For vample% whereas 82% to 91% of our sample colleges

'offer some courses in literature, history, political'icierice, and

,

-\.,

oreign languages, geography, religious, social, and ethnic studies

rye found in considerably less than one-thirdof the colleges.

A thi-opology, art history and appreciation, liberal arts (includingc-..1

in erdisciplinary humanities, film, and theater), and philo p y.ard,

in boutone-="to two-thirds of the colleges. Music appreciat is

fou d in 74%. In all cases, the'greatest numAlr of humanities courses

are \in colleges opened before 1960, with fewer offerings in theie
.

karea\in the more,receht years. ,4,

,

And, generally, as might be expected, the larger the college,

\the gr ater the tendency to Include the humanities1in their several
, 1

forms. The one exception here is religioms studies, where the small

Orivate usually paroChial schools predominate in their OFferingsof

o these co
\

rsest
,

Geographic regions also play a role, While there is regional
; .

cAistenay for foi-eign languages, hist, and literature, the West
i

is mst ly to offer anthropology courses, which'are least popular 1

in t a i. Art is likely to be offered in file mid-West and

Moan in stAtes, while political science Shcisocial hd ethnic studies

are 10,ss popular in the Mountains. All the sampled colleges in the

North4st and the West offer h tory and literature; 100% of the colleges'
-,\

'i ''' in the'West also have pi-ograms hilosophy and political-science, -

and over 90t list courses in culturl anthropology, are'histoe,Y,
1 .

foreign and music.
-..

Third, alt tough nearly all the colleges qffer h'isforg, lit-

erature, and pol tical science, and 80% of them offer foreignlangiiage,
.

4
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.the range of courses is narrow. History is usually all United States.

and Western Civilization; literature is generally the introductory/

survey course; theone political science course typically offered is, )

United States Goyernment; and foreign language courses are predominantlo

Spanish. This is'especiallyrue of the smaller and medium sized

colleges. In short, studend'in colleges with fewer than 7,500._

studenti rarely have an opportunity to study anything specialized.
a

Let us now move from courses offered to the classes themselves.

We'find that the average,class size for the humanities as a whole isc

28'students:, Classes typically range from 37 udents for inter-

disciplinary humanities courses to,19 in the fore languages.

Only.12 of the 660 clais sections that we surveyed had,100 or more

students enrolled,and'54of them enrolled fewer than 10'skidepts.

Incidentally, the larger class sections tend to be taught by.facillty.

with the most experience.. And, conversely, more part-timers ten

to teach smaller classes than do full-timers.

Instructors' goals for these classes also vary. In response

to questions regarding qualities they desire their students to achieve,

we find that "Learn to make better use of leisurtime" was almost

never cife6 in a group of four choices, while "Develop citizenship

civalities," "Aesthetic appreciation and sensitivity," and "Language

drew,approiimately equal.responses.

In another set of four desired qualities, the goal "Gain re-

,specl fol. traditions and heritage" drew only 10% of the responses.

"Understand their own and other cultures" accounted for 45% of th

responses; "Develop their own values, 24 %; .and "Gain abilities

study further in the field," 19%.

From the third set of designated goals, more than half the

instructors selected "Develop the ability to think critically" as

the most important for their students to achieve. "Gain qualities

of mind useful in further education" drew a 30% response; 'Under-

, stand self" was the third.ehdise, with 11%; and only 3% selected

k "Learn to use tools of research in humanities."

4
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-Thus we see that while our faculty respondents s-generally per-
...

ceive the humanities as part of the'academic'durriculum, they are

not seen'as useful for°1eisufe time activities; not particularly

important as tools for learning to understand self, and not useful

as steps to further research. The top ranking goals, learning to think

critically and underitanding cultural, heritage, are central to General

fducation and are-very much within the academic mainstream.

Instructors i6 the various disciplines
(

ranked these goals con-
.

sistently with what one might expect from the nature of their -

disciplines. "Develop aesthetic appreciation and sensitivity,"

for example, was selected at the top goal by nearly all the art and

musis history and appreciation instructors, whereas foreign language

teachprs wanted-students to develop language sensitivity andsic-Mt,

and anthropologists desir,ed an understanding of one's own and other

cultures.

As for the amount of 'time that instructors spend on the various.

classroom activities, lecturing generally consumes about 45% of

time; class discussions about 21%; and student oral presentations,

8% for Most-disciplines. Quizzes and examinations take up about

8% of class time, balanced across the disciplines. The use of re-
.

producible media ranges from 5% in philosophy classes to 26% in art

and 32% in music appreciation; with a mean of 10%. A few political

science instructors utilize guest lecturers; simulation and gaming

are found in some foreign language classes, and music and art appre-

ciation and history classes utilize field-trips. In general, however,

little use is made of these activities, and the typical progedure

for most humanities instructors is just that--typical and traditional.

On the other hand, in those instances wherrteproducible media

a re employed, maps, charts, illustrations, and displays.are most

popul'ar. More than half the respondents use films and slides and audio

tapes, cassette- s, and records, and many use film strip and overhead

transparencies.

Nearly all of our responding instructors assign texts and/

5
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or other books in their classes, and over two-thirds also rely

on course syllabi and handouts. Lab materials and workbooks,

anthologies, journals, and Similar reference materials are 're-

quired by 20-33%: Faculty whO are most experienced tend to rely

on collections of readings and reference books; those with least

experience tend to rely on syllabi and handouts.

Around two:,thirds of the instructors arewell satisfied with the

texts, and about 5%'wrote the texts for their class. Half of them

had total say in the selection of texts. Interestingly, the small

colleges seem more inclined Ito allow instructors to 'select their

own texts, and hence, instructors in these institutions are more

likely to be satisfied with the materials of their choice. Laboratory

materials are prepared by 22% of the instructors, and collections of

readings by 24%.

Regarding the emphiiis given to various student activities,

we find that essay exams and quick-scoi-e'or objective tests most

determine the grades that are given. Papers written outside crass

are emphasi2ed by a little over one-foUrth of the instrUtto/S, but

other activities are less,likely to be stressed. Class discusiions,

papers written in class, oral recitations, regular class attendance,

field reports, workbook completion, and individual discussions with

instructors are each relied on less than 15%. Seventy -six percent of

the "CA lais sections are graded on the tra4itional ABCDF scale, and

sixteen percent on ABCD/No Credit. Pass/ and Pass/No Credit

are rare. - L

Somedf the differences occurring here seem to be discipline-

related. At comes as no surpirse that literature instructors em-

phasize essay exams as well as papers written both outside and within

class., Religious studies and history instructors alsk tend to utilize

essay exams, while anthropologists, musicians, and political scientists

emphasize objective or quick-score tests; foreign language instructors

are least likely to request'dapers; which are also not popu.ar with

teachers of anthropology, art history, and political science. Usually,

tending toward the traditional in their use of media and delivery

6
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systems, instructors in the smaller colleges rely more on papers and

exams as the basis of student grading than do instructors in the larger

institutions. Just about the only instructors requiring field reports

are anthropologists and artists, while, expectedly, foreign language

instructors stress oral recitations.

When asked what it might take to make theirs a better class,.

the overwhelming first choice of these instructors was availability

of more media or instructional materials, with "Instructor release

time to develop course and/or materials." and "Professional divelop-

ment opportunities for instructors" running a close second and third.

Almost none of the instructors opted for "Fewer or no prerequisites

for admission to class," but 22% of them did want stricter prerequisites.

Larger classes were desired by 13%; smaller ones by 27%. And while

21% would enjoy more interacts- oi with colleagues or administrators,

only 5% thought less interferende from colleagues or administrators

would improve their Class, More clerical assistance was desired by

19%, and more readers or paraprofessional aides by 12%.

These, then, are the ways a carefully selected group of human-

ities instructors in 178 colleges across the country address much of

their work concerns. In light of the dWnishing enrollmeats.in most

humanities classes, what could instructors, administrators, and curric-

ulum committees do to stimulate interest in these disciplines? We

have several suggestions.

New classes might be introduced that are consistent with the

ways many people in the 1970s are thinking. Ethics and personal

value systems,..classes based on individual histories And cultural

contexts, and languages for travel use might all appeal to the

"personal universe" grientation of today. Independent study and '

travel abroad preparation are also likely to stimulate student interest

and might well be tied to several disciplines. Interdisciplinary

courses are already achieving some following, and they could be directed

to'students who are planning to travel_abroad or in the country.

Credit fort television classics and,fir theater attendance are also

popular ways of stimulating inter et--and, incidentally, cq0lege

7
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enrqllmeilt, While self-paced instructional 'Antis might be offered

by several disciplines, foreign languages seem to be especially gbod

candidates r this type of scheduling -- particularly in the smaller
Ar..,

colleges th t offer-so few languages. The range of foreign language

courseS'co -d. also bey expanded by establishing` exchange programs

with neigh ing institutions (either two-year or four -year). Colleges

ofrering f reip languages that4re not provided by neighboring in-

stitutions could,,,ehcourage out-of-district stuants to enroll in

their courses. Thg"reverse would hold. Np coiTtge need monopolize
1

. ll4reas but certainly some could specialize to the benefit of many

students.

While wonien's,literature and women's and ethnic studies have
.4

not maintained the inomentum,they first created, they present other

possibilities, as do bilingual and bicultural courses. Interdis-

' ciplinary courses seem a natural 'in these contexts., Literature

could also effect the occupational students by discussing materials

uniquetespecific.careers. And anthropology could emphasize the

students in relation to their own cultural backgrounds, as well

%as familiarizing them with the heritage of others.

Several allusions have already been made to interdisc)plinary

courses. Our investigations have uncovered a number of different

types of programs that are being conducted, and these might be

expanded to other institutions. For example, a course entitled

"Cultural Patterns of Western Man" Compares the backgrounds, or-

ganizations, and style of philosophy, music, literature, painting,

sculpture, and architecture. B'ronowski's Ascent of Man remains a

prime example of an interdisciplinary program and could well be

reissued. "Science and Society" or "Science and Political Ideology"

seem naturals.. The list could go on and on. i

Making courses more attractive to potential students by chang-

ing titles or catalog descriptions seems so simple that it is hardl

worth mentioning. And yet, some colleges have found this to be effective.

We would hope that the content of the courses might be as interesting

as their titles!

8
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Another thought for stimulating interest in special fields

of study is directed to the professional societies. By making
-

efforts to attract two-year College instructors into their association

as board members and conference participants, they coulewell find

themselves generators of ideas for the classroom.

Other suggestions include restructuring survey courses, employ-

ing innovative instructional techniques, and offering courses closely

aligned to student educational needs and interests. Specialized history

courses in the Third World, the city, the environment, the communityi

and current events in an historical perspective are cases in point.:

Specialized museum or concert-related courses, or segments'

of courses, are further possibilities. These could run the gamut

from courses dealing with the international King Tut or Peking

antiquities exhibits to Black American man, rock, or church music. ,k

Some peoplecollege presidents as well ,as faculty members- -

are now beginning to urge stricter course requirements and a return

to the basics and to General Education. Others point to the intro-

duction of humanities modulei or entire humanities courses in vocational/

technological curricula. :As an example, what would be wrong with a

module on Death and Dying offered by anthropology, philosophy, and

religious studies instructors fork nursing and mortuary students?

How about.a course he ethics of pricing for auto mechanics?

Or Spanish or french for emergency units, and medical ethics for the

paraprofessional health careerists? Wouldn't it be useful to inClude

commercial music for piano tuners, and a unit on Japanese floral arrange-

mqnts and Japanese gardens for, horticulture students?

If the humanitiesare to 'continue iftthe two-year colleges,

steps must be taken to stimulate greater interest in them. Passivity

will not encour'age enrollments. The possibilities are endless and

many of the people involved are concerned. It would be productive

to instigate actions that might be taken in two-year colleges throughout

the country to'stimulate enrollments in the humanities and encourage

wider ranges of courses in this important. area.
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ANTHROPOLOGY IN TWO-YEAR COLLEGES

Florence B. Brawer

Traditionally, 'anthropology has been a stepchild in the community/ /

Sfinor college. Never very po$ular with the heterogenedus student

bodies, this field seems to generate less and less interest as trans-

.,. fer students are reduced in number and career and non-degree students

expand. Indeed,-as long ago as 1963, Lasker and Nelson decried the

fact that two-year colleges offered only a limited number of university-

paralief,anthropology courses and that their libraries claimed a dearth

of material in the field.

TO Interact this lack of interest, some colleges have tried to

appeal to the typically ore practical-minded two-year college students

by.offering anthropology ourses tied to contemporary u,rban problems

(5aad, 1972). Others have looked to television (Cooper, 1974), to

. field studies (Day, 1975; Myers, 1970; Huggins, 1974), and to in-

dividualized programming (Moore, 1976) as ways of attracting students.

Most of'the studies that are reported have dealt with a single course,

single institution, or single state.

While these reports are interesting, they do not supply us with

information about anthropology on a national level, nor do they offer

suggestions regarding its position in two-year c liege curricula.

Needed now are answers to question regarding t es of courses that
6

are being offered, enroliments.in the various types of courses, and

activities in which anttlhopologists might engage in order to stimulate

enrollment This chapter,addresses these questions.

Like geography, anthropology is a field that is split between

physical and cultural content. Whereas the cultural. aspects of these

v'e disciplines fall within the rubric of the National Endowment for the

Humanities, their physical counterparts belong to the sciences. Thus,

this dividing the field into two.'Separate disciplines within a major

single area forces us to confine this discussion to courses that are

either general/introductory--concerned with the broader field of

anthropology:-or that are specifically cultural in content.

t



For purposes of this report, course offerings within cultural

aFtliropolopy'were classified into four categories: introductory/

survey; American Indian; folklore, magjc, and mythology; and specialized.

,anthropology--deOing with some content not covered by the previous

three categories

TABLE 1 1r

CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY ENROLLMENTS AND COURSE OFFERINGS

Category Number of Courses

Percent

Change Enrollment
Percent
Change ',1

1975 1977 1975 1977
.1g.'. .

Total colleges of
.178 sampled offer-
ing any cultural
anthropology
courses

78

03.8%
of ail)4

' 81

(45.5%

of all)

-

+3.8

.

8;097 7,249."-10.4

.

r. It

Introductory%
-Survey. Courses 80 87

.

iig.7 6,861
7

6,133 -10.6

.

A1

American Indian
'Courses

.

8 11 +37.5
,

'268* 252 -5.9

Folklore/Magic/
Mythology
Courses -- 3 -- --

.
89,

. ,

--

Specialized An.,':

thropology
_,

Courses

.

27

..

26 -3.7
og4

968

'.

4
775

0

-19.1

The trends evidenced in Table 1 are consistent, with those for the

total humanities offerings in the sample colleges. While thre,of the

four types of course offerings increased over the two -year time span,

enrollments were down for a0 four types--as much as J9% for eNt

specialized courses. What is everlmore interesting, however, is the

fact that few courses are offered for either of the years examined.*

In fact, less than half the colleges offered any cultural intro-

ductory/survey curses in anthropology in either Spring 1975 (44%) or

2.
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Spring 1V77 ('46%).

There was much variation by institutional size in thek Course

Offerings. For example, in the most recent time period, only'l7%

of the small colleges (up to 1,500 students) offered a cultural

anthropology course., A )arger percentage 03%) of the-middle-sized

institutions (1,500-7,000 studJnts) and still larger numbers of the

large colleges (85%) offered such' course.

When it comes to geogr4%gregions, the West leads all other'
.

areas with 88% of its sample collegps offerir,anthropoFlogy courses

in 1975 and 94% in 1977. The Midwest is a far second with 36% . .

. of its colleges presenting, anthropology courses for the two years

examined, and the South is third, with 26% of its colleges offering
4

courses in the field in both,years. Of the 2' private co eges In

tour sample, only, five in 1975, and three in 197,7 offered a y course

fitting into'one -of our four anthropoloily categbries.

In additioh to the information afforded by class schedules for

the two periods examined, data were also obtained from Campus ficil-
.

itators in our subject colleges who reported special occurrences .

in the humanities at their campuses and responded to such questions

as, "Haye new courses or programs been introduced?" "Has your .

college sponsored antconferences dealing with some aspect of the

humanities?" "Has yout'college received any grants to further the

humanities?"

Several respondents pointed to new courses fe.g., world art,

a summer tour course; women's studies; comparative religion) or

other special eventsrVery few of these, however, dealt with 44,

agthcomlogy. , One college diScussed doAes in Appalachian studies:.

A few Akers pginted to courses in American foklore, archaeplog),

Mexican - American and American - Indian cultures, a televipd anthro-

pology course, and antiquities seminars in archaeology:and anthro-

pology. Apprently very little of a new dr unusual nature was

introduced in terms of departments or divisioris of anthropology.

Instructors were also asked.a number of questions regarding

their instructional practices. Like other humanities courses, most

13..
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of the cultural anthropology classes are confined to 10-39 'students;

however, one course attracted over 59 students.

- Anthropoid*, instructors voted qualities they desired their

students to achieve in a slightly different manner from the ratings

by the total group of humanities instructors, as presented in Iltble 2.

I
A TABLE 2

THREE GROUPS OF QUALITIES' INSTRUCTORS

DESIRE THEIW STUDENTS TO ACHIEVE

Qualities , ,

Rank Orderings

of Total Sample %

Rank Orderings
of Anthropology '%

,

A. Develop citizenship
qualities

Develop aesthetic
appreciation ant.

sensitivity
Develop language
sensitivity and

.

skill

Learn to make better

4 use 04, le -sure time

No answer,

8: Understand their own
and other cultures
Develop their own'
values

. 'Gain abilities to
study further in the
fields

'Gain respect,for
traditions/heritage

No answer

C. .earn to use tools
of research in
humanities

____Gain qualities of
mind useful in fur-
ther qucation ,

UnderstaWd self
Develoi the ability to
,think tritically-

,,,

No answer

....

,

.:

'''-

3

1

2

4

1

2

3.

4

4

2

3

1

''

.

4)

.

n,

.

.

. A'

29.8

33.5

31.7

1.5

3.5

A4.9

23.6

19,1

10.0

2.4

3:3

29.9
1Q.5

53.6

'2.8

.

1

2

3

3

1

3

4'

,

2

.

4
. ,

.

2

3

, 1

.

.

,

,,,

40.7

33;3

7.4

7.4

ftil.1 -,

45.3

23.1

19.4

10:2

2.0

--
,

29.6
11.1

51.9

.- 7.4

23
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Anthropologists include a few more field trips in their class

plans than do other humanities instructors, and they have more

seyin_choosing texts and other assigned books than do instructors

in other disciplines. At the sami-fime, they are satisfied

with the laboratory materials and workbooks than other instructors.

Otherwise, they are very much like most other humanities People

in their instructional approaches.

. /At the beginning of this chapter, questions were aske'd aboOt

enrollment trends in anthropology and about things that-tould be

done to stimulate interest in the fieldo Our data indicate that'

while the number of course offerings has increased in three of the

four types'of anthropology considered here, enrol4ments are down
r

in'all four areas, and little seems to be done in terms of either

class procedures or college-endorsed activities to stimulate larger

enrollments.

In view of this enrollment depression and the national thrust

towards employing more part-time insiruclors.thab full-timers,

it would seem.that anthropologists would be.nota little concerend

for the future of their discipline'in the two-year colleges. Con-

cd.ned enough, they might attempt several things, They could devise

special courses to appeal to students" cultural heritage and encourage

them to ekamine their own roots as a field of study. They could

develop courses or segments, of courses to fit into vocational programs
,

for example, a unit on dying.or mourning in various cultures for the

mortuary science or nursing students. They could also develop .

such course-related activities as field trips to special Indian

sites, present lectures on ethnic groups, and disseminate information

about cultural patterns for students enrolled in college-sponored

travel courses. Anthropologists{ ight also be encouraged to assume

1117 more active roles in their disciplinary associations, and this in

turn could generate ideas for stimulating student interest. Lay

people in the community wh6 hold special expertise that could be

shared with both students and staff might well be actively involved.

15
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The list could go o . One industrious, involved jnstructor

in any. institution can a grgaideal to create concern for Ills/

urge more anthropologists to adopt this 0.

discipline.

her discipline. We woul

stance and push for their
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2. ART HISTORY AND APPRECIATION

William Cohen
I

What is happenimg to art history in Ailierican tworyear colleges?
.

What kinds oaf courses are.typically offered? Are enrollments

ihcreaing or decreasing? This chapter presents some of our findings

regarding art history and appreciation, 44scusses trends of the

last five years, and offers some predictions abouthe future of

',art history in the two-year college.
;,

Unlike studio courses in which techniques are taught and which

are outside the purview of the humanities, art history is an academic

humanities course wherein the creativity and form of art of

past are discussed, and works of ait are presentedin their oontemporary

17
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cultUral, political, historical, religious, and social context.
0

Thus, art higtory is inherently interdisciplinary and could well

lend'itself easily to innovative methods of instruction and media
4-

use.

Even though most colleges offer some instruction in art history,

. usually on the' introductory or survey level, astonishingly little

information has b.een published conetrninv its role in the community

college.% Most relports deal with planning and instruction, not,'

with information abeut curriculum and enrollments. For example,
- ,

methodologies for community college art history courses have been

discussed by Mahone7 (1970), the New Art Association (1971), Minutillo

(1972)., iffd bhren (1972). Ohren and Minutill0 werealso concerned

with the movement of art history tovards an interdisciplinary hu-
i..,\

maiiities type of course. Sloane (1973) and McCulley (1975) surveyed

student outlOoks and teacher's attitudes and employment trends,
",

,while Logan (1975), updating his 1955 study;*looked at art IlistOry

, instruction to secondary schools: ,

.1.

JIn a surVey_of 102 c/lleges, Jensen (1971) found that th;ee-
.

quarters ofthem offered courses in artliistory. His figures indicate
t

at the greater the institutional enrollment, the morelikely

Um; art histobeCiasses Are offered and'that art-related activities--

NI ,exhibits; lectures, various educational resources - -were presented.

sSimilarly,'in'stitutions oriented toward vocational education were

more likely to offersiUdio _courses than historical surveys. In,

: campUses wi h,ag Klai,propOrtion of men, and women, more art history

classes e,ac rreethan in predominately male schools, where the

mphasfs lies'on commercial art. ,And, as mightlbe expected, art .

'fOculty m4bers generally expressed a desire for more comprehensive
...,...k

' ' art programs.. ' , : ;
. .

. In his study of the art and music curricula in Mtssouri junior
. -

colleges, Gardner found widely varying course offerings in: public
. ,

colteges operating without state guidance. Because there were

virtually no requirements for either art gr,music education at these

institutions, "three qUarters of the students...receive no music

.

2

t
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or art instruction (1967, p. 44). On the other hand, Jansen,

surveying the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary.

Schools, noted that the popularity of [art history] courses can,

for the most part, be accounted for by the fact ,at they either

fulfill a requirement for an art major or in most instances a hu-

manities requirement. Conversely,uthe sparsity of more advanced

courses can be attributed to the same cause, that they do not

fulfill general education requirements" (1971,.p. 3).

Surveying art history courses in California community colleges,

Ohren found class size related to instructional method. "The more

emphasis the instructor puts on the slide-lecture approach, the less

important class site is to him. Obviously, the less discourse

that is encouraged between instructor and student, the less need

there is to limit class size" (1972). Being the only art

historia n the faculty at Niagara County Community College,

Minu o (1971) also had to teach the most basic studio courses.

He wrote that meeting with colleagues fromrother community colleges,

he yot the impression that the service-to-the-studio role was fairly

common. Mahon'ey (1967) also fqund that art history is taught at

many colleges by faculty members who are gacticing artists.

Although the literature provides some.important information,

many questions remain about the status of art history in two-year

colleges. Have recent trends towards vocational education, for

example, caused two-year college art history enrollments and course

offerings to suffer, as.have the rest of the humanities? Are

attempts being made to attract new students to art history, and to

make courses more relevant to current interests or exhibits in the

'community? Are new media and new. instructional approaches'being

employed? These and other questions are addressed here.

In comparison with the total humanities enrollment that

dereased 3%, art history enrollments decreased by 6% in two years.

Seventy percent of the colleges offered art history classes in 1975,

sixty-eight percent.in 1977. This dOwnward movementlWis to be

- 19,
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part of a trend since Jansen's search. Neither of these two studies,

however, take into account art history generally tAught in humanities

survey courses, a desire on the part of some colleges to incorporate'
4

art history into an interdisciplinary program,. nor the role of L.

changing school requirements in.enrollment fluctuations.

Predictably, two-year colleges not likely to offer art history

are vocational technical institutes. Our data also indicate that

art history is strongest in the Northeast section of the country,

weakest in the South, and, confirming Jansen's (1971) finding, less

likelito be offered in.small colleges than in the larger ones.

The average number of art history classes offered by our sample .

° colleges was three, although as few as oile and as many as six classes

were reported. .

For purposes of this report, the art history courses have been

divided into two,categories: introductory and specialized. In-

troductory courses, which include general surveys of art and art .

appreciation, are in most instances chronological tours in one or

two semesters of the'great works of selected important cultures

of the past. Specialized courses include the history of art in

a particular culture, such as pre-Columbian art, or cultural milieu,

such as Renaissance art. They also include the art of a people--

for instance, Black American art--or a topical survey, such as the

history of masks.

Introductory surveys, by far.the most common art history class,

comprfsed 92% of-the enrollments in the discipline,ip 1975 and 89%

in 1977. They also accounted for 88% of art history course offer-

ings in 1975 and 85% in 1977.

On the other hand, specialized classes made up 12% of the art

history course offerings and 15% of the enrollments in 1977.. While

specialized courses accounted fOr this small a percentage of the

discipline, there was a sizeable enrollment increase of 18% in classes

other than the survey type. This figure has little influence

on the total because of the necessarily small enrollment in,this

.category, but neverthelessr it may represent an interesting movement:

20
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It i,s also interesting to note that although specialized classes

enrolled fewer students than classes of the introductory/survey

type, two-year colleges often offer a larger, number of specialized

,classes than introductory ones. That is why, even though there

were equal numbers of introductory'and specialized courses in the

sample (50), there were greater enrollments in the introductory'

category.

As for the more popular courses, by far the most frequently

offered art history class beyond the introductory type, was modern

art. The re ons for this arp unclear=, except that stydents are

probabl more interested in relevant contemporary issues than in

the culturally removed artifacts'of the past; also:, modern art is

controversial ip our society and seems to require an explanation

to the-layperson. The next Most frequently offered classes were

American art and art of Mexido. While the literature offers no

information on the popularity of American art courses in the Past,

it i,s not surprising to find that they were offered so frequently

in the.two years surrounding the bicentennial. All the classes

in the art of Mexico including pre-Columbian art, post-conquest

Mexican art, Mexican arts and crafts, and Chicano art were taught

in the southwestern areas of 'the'United States, indicating a strong

interest on the part of-American studenft in the culture of our

neighboring country, and an opportunity for the large numbers of

Mexican-Americans in the Southweit to.delve deeper into their origins.

Other specialized courses, in order of frequency, were Oriental/

Far Eastern art, native American art, African art, Black American

art, Renaissance art, art in nature, design appreciation, history

of art masks, history of fashion, and cross-cultural art of the

United States. It seems Olat specialized courses may well be a

way to attract new students to the arts.' In, fact, 73%/ of the colleges

surveyed reported that new courses had been introduced into the

curriculum in the two years previous to their responses; 56 /in-

dicated they had made special efforts to attract Women and/or

ethnic groups by these new classes.
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Many of the proposed courses and prOgrams for the future are

experimental'and interdisciplinary in nature. One such course,

called "Inquiries in the Arts and Sciences," features instructors

,from six different disciplines speaking on a common theme. In

another plan, four instructors with such different specialities

as art, music: literature, and history cross over, into one another's'

discipline. This takes place several times per quarter and is coor-

dinated with the material being taught. As mentioned earlier, the

litsfature reports that many people feel the interdisciplinary

humanities akproach is the best way to give the casual- interest .

student the most exposure to.the Ws in the least possible time.

Other.propoSeb art history coyrses include "a summer tour course

on the art of alparticular world regiOn preceded and followed by

a week of lectures, a trip to the King Tut exhibit forcTedit,

and Japanese art and culture for horticulture students.

The colleges also estimated the attendance of students and

faculty at special lectures, conferences,,theater programs, film

showings, and other events in the humanities. Based on their estimates,

the number of art exhibits on campus was usually less than ten per

year, with, an average attendance of 22% of the faculty members and

24% of the student body. We found that 90%.of the colleges had,at '

least one art exhibit, which compares with Jansen's 1971 estimate of

84%.

Art.history, which is a study of Primarily visual material,

has traditionally been taught with such classroom media aids as

filmstrips and slides. Sixty-two percent of the respondents to

our survey in the humanities as a whole reported the use ofnew

media such 4s videotape, film, oral and musical recordings, T.V.,

radio, and newspapers. This is again fairly consistent With Jansen's

°1971,estimate of the college art history departments employing

supplemental media.

Incorporation of the art of countries now geographically located

in the, third world and of modern ethnic groups will probably form

22 T



a lasting part of bofh introductory and advanced art curricula.

While tapering*off,now, the clamor for ethnic studivslassesof the

'Sixties has still had an effect on textbooks and course outlines

(Logan, 1975). A continuous influx.of immigrants from third world

nations Will want to include some exploration of their cultural

backgrond in their education, aqi the technological and urban

expansion will increase our interest in our furthest origins along
,

with planning for the future.

If the diminution of humanities continues, we may see'art

history'studies become as' interdisciplinary in content as they
,=

now are tn methodology. Humanities classes may form one complete

.integrated package or cease to be required at all. Thus, the

implications for, instructors would seem to be a future priority

for teachers well-versed in a variety of humanistic pursuits and

for those trained in areas relating to popular needs, such as modern

apd ethnic art. Of course, Unforeseen stimuli may renew the'public

int6rest in art history, such as the fabulous traveling exhibitions

of
Chinese,

Scythian, and Egyptian artifacts. In any,caseart

histdry instriiktors will need all the flexibility their inter -

disciplinary b4kgrounds can provide to cope with the needs of the

future. Even now, attempts are being made by, art history faculty

Slid planning committees to build enrollments with new, specialized

courses. These courses may relate to current interests of exhibits

in the community or appeal to certain groups, such as women and

ethnic minorities. The attempts seem to have been somewhat success-
., P

ful in attracting new students, but not sufficiently strong to-quell

1 the downward enrollment trend.

Recently some art,h+storians on the faculty have been dropped

sor asked to teach other courses. Art tory teachers must constant-

ly work to convince adminiStrators of he merits of their courses.

The issue here is more important than the protection of some faculty

teaching positions, however. We are all supporters or consumers

in the humanities market on a daily basis. We listen to popular

and classical music on record or on the radio., watch serious or

23r
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serial drama on T.V., reacl to advertising art,, nd see'films

and plus that we both read criticism of and judge for ourselves.

Studying the humariifies is one of the best ways we know of exposing

more people to the rich variety of the arts in our time, and allow

ing them.to.make intelligent decisions about the quality of media

and art they absorb every day: Perhaps a greater awareness of our

popular and fine arts today would result in an elevation of the

quality of these arts.

Practical reasons for studying the humanities also demand

consideration.' Experiencing alternative ways of feeling and per-

ceiving,the world lends greater flexibility in coping with new
-

situations, jobs, and problems. Learning about the life'ind atti-

tudes of people of the past and the reasons for the development

of their arts and customs may make us more empathetic and tolerant

of alternative ideas and'att1tudes in our own culture and abroad.

There is much talk about integrating the-humanities in vocational

education. However, most of the degree programs are packed to the

limits.already...Allied He 'alth students barely have the time to

take an elective on the ethics of their professi6. Thus., the

,need for courses devoted to heightening awareness of our culture

and its history becomes important in allowing the student to develop .

feelings and perceptions associated with the arts. Professions would

be better off with a sense of aesthetics. While technicians have

given us the great benefits of comfort, transportation, and leisure

time in our cities, our urban, environment should not be so ugly

. that we don't want to live there.

It is imporlant to preserve art history as a field of study.

r---ci")iistory has the most potential to be experimental in tnstruction

and to maintain its relevancy with the changing times. Students

are encouraged to draw upon their knowledge of other disciplines

and integrate it into the new framework of study. Art history seeks

to do more than make the student an avid, intelligent museum 'goer.

It encourages the student in the expression of original ideas and
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perceptions and through the exposUre of the great monuments and works

of the past breeds a tolerance and respect for, good things in our

culture. Although art history is declining, it is still a major

part of the college curriculum. We hope it will continue to be a vital

force in humanities education in the future.
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3. FQREIGN LANGUAGES IN COMMURITY AND JUNIOR COLLEGES

Jack Friedlander

0 ;
IA r

Much attOtion has been focused on the relative decline 'in °

foreign language enrollments in two-year colleget as Compared to

total college enrollments in'these institutio Concern has rang&

from documentation of this decline (Brod, .197 973, 1975; Twaiog,
,

1977), to i entification of factors that might be related to.the

trends evidenced (Brod and Peyerson, 1975; Cowan, 1976; Allen, )977),

to suggestions on hew to halt and, hopefully, to reverse the

relativeLenrollment losses inJoreign languages (Arnold and Others,

1975; Buck, 1975;:Keller and Ferguson, 1925; Cowan, 1976; Rudin, .

1976; Al.ten, 1977).

To illustrate this decline, Bcod,, (1975) reported that foreign

languageoregistrations in two-year colleges Increased nearlY, 2%

during 1972-1974 at a time when cotal_colleftregi'tratiOns,,increased
. ,

by almost 20%. Likewise, Twarog (19/7) found that between 1974

and 1975 only 5% of the total two-year college enrollments were

in foreign tanguages'ascompared to 12% of the four-year college

andibniversity undergraduate population. Twarog estimated that

the rear rate of foreign language registrations at community and

junior colleges is only one -third to one - fourth that of comparable

levels in the fOur-year college. ,
.'s , oev

Amogothe roost common factors cited for these relative declines

in this field are the lack of interest shown by students in foreign
.

languages, the elimination of foreign language entrance and degree

requi010s in both colleges and universities (Arnold and Others,

1975; Brand 11.1 yerson, 1975), the "indifference or opp sitio

of guidance counselors to the value of knowing'a foreign langtiage"

(Arnold and Othe s, 197, P. 3?), the current trend towards careerism
,

and more practic 1 or immeqiately relevant subjects, and, fihally,
1

the increased enrollments in career or vocational programs.

Most suggestions-on.how:foreign language departments can

.-6
,,,
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broaden their appealto a wider segment of the student body propose

to provide courses that are more closely aligned to two-year college

students' educational needs and interests. Some courses that have
c

been suggested as.meeting this requirement are career-related

classes and programs, such as languages for persons in business,

health,.and law enforcement; community=oriented,courses, such as

ethnic studies (Rudin,,1976); language for prospective travelers;

and interdisciplinary classes, such as enjoying foreign' films ird

world literature (Kalfus, 1977).

Thus we,find that there has been a great deal of commentary
0

on the status of foreign languages in two-year colleges recently.

In {fight of this heightened concern, it is important to examine
. ,

het changes, if any, have occurred in es of courses offered
t,,

d in their enrollments. This chaptek up tes the information:

about the foreign languages in two -year co legts by: comparing the

relative strength of foreign language etro lments in relation to ,4,

total humanities and total college enro9m nt in these institutions;

examining e types of foreign language Courses and the relative

frequency w th which they are offered in omMunity and jtmlor \

colleges at wo points in time--5iring-197 and Spring'1977;

.identifying on the basis of enrollments, the relative strength

of areas w' hin foreign languages; and finally, determining if

institutional size is related to the range of foreign languages

offered.
,

foreign language courses Ad the number of students enrolled,
in them were first counted for each col.lege and th4ft_gl'oupepl into

one of ni2e categories: 0) Spanish; (2) French`; (3) Itleolan; '" I

.. ..

(4) GerMan; (5) Russian; (6) Classics (Greek and Latin); (7) EngliSh

as a Second Language (ESL); (8) Careet=Related Spanish courses.4

(e.g., Spanish for Nurses); and (9) other less comMenly taught

languages. This analysis was performed separately Ar Spring ,

1975 and Spr,ing 1977. In'addition, the total number f students

enrolled in humanities, courses was computed for each of the partic-
,- ..,

..

6
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ipating colleges. The data presented in Table 1 reveal that ,petw n

Spring 1975 and Spring 1977 there was a moderate increase in...total

College enrollment (headcounts), a moderate decrease in total

htlManities enrollmeitt, and a rather substantial gajnintotal

foreign language enrollment. The finding that foreign language

enrollments increased both as a percentage of total humanities

and as a percentage of total college enrollment during the short,

' but recent, time period examined suggests a'reversal of the downward

trend in foreign language enrollments witnessed in recent years.

TABLE 1

FOREIGN LANGUAGE ENROLLMENTS IN RELATION TO

.TOTAL HUMANITIES AND TOTAL COLLEGE, ENROLLMENTS

Cate9ory, 1975 1977 Percent Change

Foreign Language Enrollments 29,691 32,315 +9n
Humanities Enrollments 271,465 263,305 -3.0,

College EnrollmeliTh.. . ' . 740,883 795,925 +7.4

Languages as a Percent of,Foreign

Humanities Enrollments 10.9 1223 . +1.4

Foreign Languages a, ajercent of
College Enrollments e 4.0.- 4.1 +.1

N,= 178 C011e6e

Enrollments in each of the nine foreign language "areas were also

compared.

'12
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TABLE 2

CHANGES IN FOREIGN LANGUAGE COURSE ENROLLMENTS BY CATEGORt

Enrollments

Foreign Language Area 1915 1977 Percent Change

Spanish 15,471 16,493 +6.6

French , 5,496 5,500 0

German 3,139 2,68 -14.4

Italian 870 627 /7.9

Russian 378 283 -25.1

Clasiics 234 192 -17.9

ESL 2,877 5,302 +84.3

Career-Related Spanish 428 472 +10.3

Oder 798 758 -5.0

b

As shown in Table 2, there was a dramatic enrollment increase in one

foreign language area--ESL, a considerable enrollment increase

in a sejond area--Career-Related Spanish, a moderate increase in

-a third--Spanish, and no change in a fourth'area--French. However,,

enrollments in the remaining areas of the discipline decreased;

it was greatest in Russian and Italian,' Thus, with the exception of

ESL and, to a lesser extent, Spanish and Career-Related Spanish, the dk.

downwardtrerd in two-year college foreign language enrollments

documented in the Modern, Language Associatioa;eurveys (Brod, 1973,

1975) has yet to be halted.
1

The percentage of colleges offering atleast one course in a

given foreign language along with the percentage of total enroll-

ments represented by each of the areas for Spring 1975 and Spring 1977

are reported in Table 3.

29
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TABLE 3 k

DISTRIBUTION OF COURSE ENROLLMENTS BY CATEGORY
00"

Foreign Language Area

Percent of Colleges
Offering a.Course
1975' 1977

Percent of Total
Foreign Language

Enrollment

1975 1977

Spanish 69.7 68.0 52.1 51.0

French 59.6 56.2 18.5. 17.0

German 39.9 38.2 10.6 8.3

Italjan 11.2 12.9, 2.9 1.9

Russian 9.0 7.3 1.3 ' .9

Classics 3.9 4.5 .8

ESL 26.4 J 32.6 9.7." 16.4

Career-Related Spanish . 5.6. 9.6 1.4 1.5

Other 7.9 7'''''' 10.7 2.7 2.4

Total - 81.5, 80.3 99.9 loo.p

Spanish, with over one-half of all foreign langppge Course enroll-

ments, is the most popular language i the two-year d011ege; French is

a distant second, and ESL, third. A surprising finding is the relative-
,

ly low percentage of two-year colleges tfiat offer a foreign language

course in areas other than Spanish'and French; less than 13% of the

colleges offered a course in Italian, Career-Related Spanish, Russian,

or the'Classics. The most disturbing finding is that approximately

one-fifth of the two-year colleges examined did not offer even one
4

foreign language course.

'three important implications can be drawn from these findings.

First, the choice of foreign languagg available to students inmost

community and junior colleges is limited and, in 20% of the colleges,

nonexistent. Second, the fact that many foreign languages Were

omitted from the curriculum suggests that the downward enrollment

trends in these same foreign languages will not be reversed. And

third, although not treated in this study, enrollments in particular

0
: ka

Qt../
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foreign languages at four-year institutions may soon be affected.

FOr example, students who take a Spanish course at a two ear college .

may be more likely to take Spanish in the our-year coll e than German

or Italian, which may not have begs offered at the college frOm which

they transferred. r
41)

The relationship between institutional size and the rangqpof

foreign languages offered by a two-year-college was alsp considered.

Accordingly, -all 178 Collegei were divided into three categories

on the basiS of the size of their enrollments in'1977:

1-1,499; medium, 1;500-7,499; and 4arge, 7,500 and over:-. 'fipv

%

TABLE 4 5-"-

PERCENTAGE OF COLLEGES OFFERING COURSES IN-

FOREIGN LANGUAGES.BY INSTITUTIONAL SIZE

de

' .

Foreign Language
Area (1

Small

- 1,499)
'Medium

(1,500 - 7,499),

'Large

(7,500+)

Spanish 46.4 73.7 100.0

French 34.8 9 9,7.0 .

German :14. :

Italian

17.4

----
a

39.5

l'.. 7.9

78.8.

48.5

Russian 1.4 . 1.3 33.3.

Classics 7.2 8.8

ESL 10.1 35.5 72.7

Career-Related Spanish .2.9 7.9
.
27.3 '.

(Aar t 2.9 6.6 36.4
0 . .

Colleges Offering at
Least One Foreign
Language Course 69.6 81.6 .100.0 fl.

1

As shown Table 4, a strong, positive--and expected -- relationship
a

.

'existed between institutisona+-size and the percentage of colleges that
..

offered a course in each of the foreign language areas considered.

0'. '
That, islarge colleges were much more likely to offer.a course in

... V( .Z

z.
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any one foreign language area thah were.the middle-size colleges

which, in turn, were more likely to do so than were 14 sti3 11 colleges.

This findingindicatesthat the selection of foreign language courses

available to students (or potential students) attending a large college

iS very much related to the size of the institution- -the larger

the college, the better the availability of courses.

In sum, foreign language enrollments increased to a proportionate-

ly greater extent than did total two-year college enrollments and

total humanities enrollments, the latter of which declined in the

time-frame considered. Three languages--ESL, Career-Related Spanish,

and Spanish--showed an enrollhent increase; two--Ftench and other

less commonly taught languages--remained relatively stable; and

four--German, Classics, Russian, and Italian--decreased. Since

in this last group course enrollments are very small, a:continuation

of their downward enrollment trend will render them "endangered sub-

jects" in the two-year college curriculum. .

The most popular foreign langUage in the two-year college

was Spanish. In Spring 1977 nearly three times as many students

enrolled ih Spanish courses as in French--the second most popular

foreign language area. English as a Second Language now takes third,

place, enrolling almost as many students as French. Since many

of the students in ESL courses are from SpaniU-speaking backgrounds,,,

it is apparent that foreign language offering's in the two -year colleges

are largely COmpr sed of Spanish language teaching.

With res ct to the future of foreign languages in two-year

colleges, per-Wps the most important finding reported here is no

foreign language courses were offered in.ma675f the two-year colleges.,

With the exception of Spanish, studefts desiring to take a course

in a particular foreign language to fulfill a degree requirement, ,

to meet a careeri*need, or to satisfy a personal objective (e.g..

German for tourists) world not be able to do so at most two-year
;

colleges. Further, the narrow range in both Type and orientation

of foreign language courses available to students I most two- year ,p

colleges may suppress enrollments in omitted language areas at all

32



levels of postsecoridary education.

Less apparent are steps that foreign'language departments

can take to address the wide range, of student goals and purposes.

The most obvious solution to this problem would be for two-year

colleges to offer transfer, career - related, and personal enrichment

courses in a wide range of foreign language areas. Unfortunately,

few of the colleges (especially the middle and small institutions)

can afford the luxury of hiring faculty to teach multiple courses

in several foreign languages. However, departments could expand

their course offerings through the use of self - instructional

learning packages. For example, a two-year college could offer

a course called Foreign Languages I. Students who enroll in this tlass

could take a self-instructional course in such areas as-Italian

Grammar and Composition, French for Tourists, or Spanish for the

Health Professions. One or two staff members would supervise the

course, and students would receive credit in the language area they

complfted (e.g., Foreign Lartguages I: Introduction to Italian,

Grammar and Composition).

__Another approach two-year colleges could take to expand the

range of Ild'peign language courses offered'would be to establish exchange

programs with neighboring institutions (either two-year or four-

year). That is, a college which offered language courses in areas

not offered at a neighboring institution would encourage students

from the neishboring school to enroll'in its courses and vice versa.
. -

Two-year community, junior, and technical colleges currently

enroll 'four million students throughout the nation, one-third of all'

students in American higher education. However, despite the magnitude

of this population,"just a bit over 4% of these students enroll in

foreign language courses. If foreign language departments wish

to increasejheir course enrollments they will have to become more

aggressive and imaginative in the methods they employ to attract new

students.
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4. CULTURAL GEOGRAPHY, AND ETHNIC, WOMEN'S AND SOCIAL STUDIES-
.

Harold Cantor

.The Major disciplines comprising the humanities at community

colleges are relatively easy to define and classify into subgroups.

Even such maverick courses as theater and film appreciation and

interdisciplinary humanities have affinities that make it convenient

to consider them under a single rubric. It is more difficult to

decide how to classify such courses as ethnic studies, women's studies,

cultural geograplly,,and specialized social studies courses. Each of

these areas has counterparts within the trad ional disciplines:

cultural geography embraces elements that mabe treated in A6ican

or Anglo-American history; such social studies courses as "The

35
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Indi?4dual and His World," "Law and Society," and "Contemporary

American Civilization" have overlapping content with political science

and, United States history; ethnic and women's studies have separate

dimensions and emphases when offered by literature departments and

history departments.

Despite this overlap, these four mentioned areas are cultural

in cnatacter, hum5nistic in their concerns, and fall within the defined

subjects that concern the National Endowment for the Humanities.

In fact, the interconnections between these miscellaneous disciplines

are interesting in themselves and shed light on the direction the

humanities curriculum is taking.

Relatively few colleges in our national sample listed thete

miscellaneous courses in their catalogs in either 1975 or in 1977.

.Of the four areas, the number of colleges offering ethnic studies

remained constant; fewer colleges offered the other, areas in 1977

than in 1975. With the exception of social studies, the number of

courses in these miscellaneous areas also declined.
k

TABLE 1 -

CHANGES IN COURSE OFFERINGS AND ENROLLMENTS IN

CULTURAL GEOGRAPHY. AND SOCIAL, ETHNIC, AND WOMEN'S STUDIE

Cultural

Geography
1975 1977

4P:

Social
Studies

1975 1977

Ethnic ,

Studies
1975 1977

Women's
Studies

1975 1977
-

Totl 'Uolleges .....

Offering Course 47' 39 23 21 27 27 ,6 5'

Percentage Change -14.8% -8.6% 0% 16%

TOtal Courses
Offered 51 41 40 =42 677 63 7 6

Percentage Change. -19.6% +5%0%. 3-6.0% -14:3%_

Total Enrollment 2,395 1,889 2,818 2,992 3,80 3,192 160 195

Percentage Change -21.1%- +6.2% +0.4% +21.9%

N = 178 Colleges
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Ehrollments fell drastically sin
.

cultural geography, the area

which had alSo regRteredthe sharpest drop in total courses offered,

but rose women's studies, although we are dealing with much smaller

numbers, 1 In social studies there was a significant increase ip

.enrollment, while ethnic studies remained stable.

The substantial drop in enrollment in cultural geography is1

:paralleled by our, findings in history, where data indicate that

4.,:the subgroup "Other World Regions" dropped precipitously in enroll
Pi

1

, 21%. , Lack of interest in history has4een deplored in many quarter

,Kirkendall (1975), for example, comments on the tendency of students

to view history as irrelevant and to desire more practical courses;

McNeill ,(1978) echoes his findingiand claims that one way to over-

come this is by dividing the world into geographical-cultural areas

and emphasizing those historical elements that pertain to current

conditions. Cultural geography may be facing the same probleMs

ascliistory; both could profit by attempts to help students perceive

other cultures as immediately relevant to their lives. According

to Epstein, "No student, and particularly the student engaged in

,a terminal program whose 'formal education is not likely to be resumed,

should leave the junior college without some appreciation...df the

world of which we now are^so interdependent a part" (1967, p. 19).

Some social studies courses, like "Law and Society," may be

increasing due to post - Watergate student igtprest in how our society

works and the individual's role in the poliTtcal system. These were

among the factors that helped political science achieve a 4% gain

in enrollment over the two-year period. At the same time, such

1 courses as "The Individilal and His World," make frequent use of
.

media and guest lecturers from the other disciplines. Our analyst's

of integrated humanities, which showed a gain of 7%,concluded that

some of the students were. attracted to courses where the learning

,.-- -aide-seemednatural and familiar awl that interdisciplinary courses

P%
i

have a

.,
special appeal for career" and nontraditional students, who

must maximi e exposure to the humanities in a shorter time interval.
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According,; Green and Hernandez (1974), ethnic studies first

began to be developed and reported in the literature in 1967. "The

minority- oriented courses were initiated largely as a result of minority

student comp)aints of racism in the college curriculum, a charge

substantiated by the fact that Western civilization was the oily

civilization being'studied and that European or.American art, music,

literature, history, philosophy, and theatre were taught as the only

significant elements of that civilization" (Cohen, 1975, p. 74).

Lombardi (1971) charted the rapid development of,black studies

in community colleges nationwide: before 1965, only ten of his

respondent colleges had black history courses; by Spring 1967,

23 had these courses; while the next year, 47 had adopted them. In

1968, the year ofartin Luther King's assassination, the deluge ,

began; 100 additional community colleges reported offering black

studies, and the following year an additional 95 schools inaugurated

black studies courses.

While this had'been happenilig, traditional disciplines and

departments had been responding to the demand for cultural ethnicity.

Our Center data for Spring 1975 show that 28% of the sampled colleges

were offering ethnic or women's history courses, and 24% of tie natiqpal

samplelvere offering ethnic or women's literature courses during,

the same year. By the second term examined, enrollments'in these

subgroups had dropped considerably; suggesting that student interest

in ethnic studies had leveled off.

What may have happened is a realization on the part of minority

students that a meSdr in black studies or Chicano studies does not

necessarily lead to a career. An'emphasis on basic skills and,

integration of such sutdies into the whole learning process seems

to be what is wanted (Haas, 1974). "I will not hire a student be-

cause he got A's in black studies," said a black publisher. "I '

want that, but in addition I need to know,"canlhe write, can he type,

can he contribute to my business?" (Gleazer, 1973, p. 34). Additionally,

while ethnic studies are partially designed to enhance the, ninority
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student's self-concept, the Anglo commAty's attitudes must change

too. Yet most of the students who enroll iq ethnic studies are

minority members (Green and Hernandez, 1974)--a fact deplored by

many educators (Amann, 1974; Guerra, 1974). Nevertheless, ethnic
t.

studies continue to be popular, especially in communities with

substantial minority populations, and educators are,striving to develop

"multicultural studies," that are designed to reenforce pride and

knowledge of the student's cultural heritage while integratir(g basic

skills, and synthesis courses into the learning process (Carranza,

1976).

It is interesting to note the parallels that are-occurring

in women's studies. In the early Sixties, Berry Friedan published

the Feminine Mystique, a book generally credited with supplying the

spark,for the current women's movement. Subsequently the college

curriculum was attacked by feminists who found it sexist in that

women and their accomplishments were excluded from the literature

anthologies and textbooks. The colleges 'responded: Nichols in

1975 surveyed 577 public community colleges and discovered that

slightly over half offered credit and/or dbn-credit experiences`\

designed for and about women (Rossi, 1976). The demand for more

womeri's studies courses is high, as women of all ages flock to the

campus (Magarrell, 1978), as child care centers are built, and as

special seminars and forums for consciousness raising are scheduled.

But will enrollment in women's studies continue to climb?

Although it is too early to tell, if the majority of students who

take women's studies pourses are female, there is danger that it

may follow the path of ethnic studies separatism. Also, as minority

and feminist subject matter become available,in traditional literature

i1

and history courses, student erest in separate ethnic and women's

studies may be diffused and en4 ment may level off. It is possiblei.

that since both arose in response to charges of racism and sexism

in the curriculum, both may decline as mainstream courses absorb

their subject matter and correct the abuses that brought them into being.
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5. THE HISTORY CURRICULUM

Jack Friedlander

Many reasons have been advanced to account for the,felative

decline of history in the curriculum of secondary and postsecondary

schooll'in America. Among the most common factors cited for this

decline are the elimination of history requirements and the gfowing

lack of interest shown-by students in history. These reasons may,

in turn, be art outgrowth of the: e

4- "change in students' attitudes toward a tendency

fo regard history'as irrelevant and to desire more

practical-courses; increased interest in other social

science fields; current trends toward careerism and

More practical or immediately relevant subjects.

Competition from new areas such as ethnic studies

a urbastudies...and a redirection of interest to

t

illw

psychological; sociological, anthropological
.

areas in an cage when 'coping'1515' an indiVidual in

society has received great stress" (Kirkendall, 1975,

'p.,568). ,,,'

Provided with infqrmation that enrollments in history have not kept
.,..t,

pace With total college enrollments (ANA Newsletter, 1974), and that

the majorreasiiiis for this decline have been identified, it is

important to kno how history dedartments are responding to the

trends that are di rting students from enrolling'in their courses

and, more specifica ly, how colleges and universities are combatting

the growing lack of student interest in history.

One method of examining the attempts of history department's'

to r spond to student interests and needs is simply to compare the

types of history courses offered, the frequency with which they are

offered, and the enrollments in these courses,at two or more points
,.

in time. This type of 'analysis can yield directswers to such

questions as: What history courses riave been added to the curriculum?
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Whtch areas oi",,history western.civilization, United States,

state and local) are expanding? Remainihg stable? Declining?

And what changes in course offetings, if any, are related to increased

or decreased enrollments? Answers to these questions can provide

history departments with much needed information for recruiting

faculty, planning staff development, and identifying trends in

student interestscand needs.

In this chapter we examine the types of history courses and the

relative frequency with which they are offered in community/junior

colleges for to two year period; compare the relatiVe strength

'of history enrollments in relation to total humanities and total

college enrollment in these colleges; and identify, on the basit of

enrollments, the relative strength of areas within history'(e.g.,

western civilization, United States, state., and locA1).

Using the class schedules and enrollment data from each of the

colleges participating in this study, history courses were first..1

counted for each college and then grouped into one of six categories:

(1) state and local history; (2) United State's history.; (3) survey

of western/world civilization; (4) other world regions history;4

(5i,history of special groups (e.g., eth;fc groups, women);"and

(6) social history (courses concerned with cultural and/or social.

phenomenb such as history of the family and history of edu tional

institutions). Analyzed separately for Spring 1975 an pring 1977,

the total number of students enrollgd in humanities ourses was

also computed for the sample.
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N = 178 Colleges
r -..

4 .

TABLE 1

HISTORY ENROLLMENTS IN RELATION TO TOTAL HUMANITIES

AND TOTALCOLLEGE ENROLLMENTS .

Category 1975 7 Percent Change,

History'Enrollments

Humanities'Enrolltrents

College Enrollments

History a a Percent of
Humanities Enrollments

History as a Percent of
College,Enrollmolts

73,082

271,465

740,883

. 26.9
.

9.9

?

67,052'

263,305

795,925

25.5

.

8.4

-8.3

-3.0

+7.4

-1.4

_..

-1.5

Table 1 reveals that between Spring 1975 and Spring 1077 there was a, con-

siderable increase in total college enrollments, a moderate decrease

in total humanities enrollments,.anda rather substantial decline
.

in total .histor$ enrollments. HoWever, despite this loss in students,
4

history still accounted for^one-fourth of all humanities enrollments in

Spring 1977.

The perceptAge of colleges Wet offerea.at leasone cours

in a given area of history as we `l as the percentage of total history

courses and enrollments represented .0 each of the areas for the
.

two term examined are reported in Table 2., 1

4

4,
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TABLE 2

DISTRIB6(1101:0F.COURSE OFFERINGS AND'COURSE

ENROLIMENTS'BY CATEGORY

Area of
History

Percent of Colle.ges,Pgreent
Offering a Course
1975 1977

of Total

-"Hfttory, Courses

1975 1977

Percent *Total
History Enro3lment
1975 1977

State and Local

U.S. '

Western/World
"Qp4lization

Other Wdrld'
Regiohs -

Special Groups

Sopial

Total

27.5

87.1

82.0

27.5

28.7

24.7..

89.9 '

26.4

88.2

82.6

- 22.5

29.8/:\

- 27.5
10 92.1

7.0

35.9

28.9

11.0

9.6

7.5

100.0

4

7.1

36.0
,

..29.4

*9.1

9.7

8.7

100.0

4.9

54.9V
28.1

4.1

4.1

3.5

9.7

5.2

55.6

27.4

wec-

\"3.5

4.2

4.1

100.0

1$2

:Nese data indicate that for Spring 1977,

western wor/d civilization su vey course

most surprising finding i e natively

colleges offering even one history course'

un4:: States history and

s/dominated. Perhaps ;the

low percentage of twolyear

in other areas. To

tllusbcate, less than'one-third of the colleges offered ,a course

in the history of spedial groups,Apal history, state and local

history, or geographical ilegions.other than the United States.7:

Another important question relates to the range of history areas,

in which colleges of varying size offer courses. In Order to address

tkisSquestion the colleges were divided `into three size categories

on the basis of their ts.



TABLE 3 4'74

PERCENTAGE OF COLLEGES OFFERING A COURSE IN AN AREA

OF,HISTORY, BY COLLOE SIZE

History Area Small (1-1,499) Medium (1,50Q-7,499) Large (7,500 +)
(N = 70) (N = 77) (N = 31)

State and Local 27.6 60.6

U.S. 81.2 '89.5

Western/World
Civilizations 73.9' 82.9 100.0
Other World
Regions 7.2 25.0 48.5

Special Groups 7.2 34.2 67.7

Social 111.4 30.3 42.4

Total 88.4- 92.1 100.0

As flight be expected, the selection of history courses available to stu-

dents attending a large college is much greater than that available

to students 'attending a_medium or small'size college.

In an effort to detect any shifts in enrollments that may have

occurred within history, the numher of students enrolled in each of

six course areas in Spring 1975 and Spring 1977 were Compared. As

shown in Table 4,"all of the areas except social history experienced
.

a decrease in enrollments. The greatest cha e was in other world

..regions courses.

V
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TABLE 4

CHANG$S IN HISTORY COURSE ENROLLMENTS BY CATEGORY'

Area.of History,
T;

Enrollments

1975' 1977
Percenillange

,?

State and Local 3,556 3,508

*U.S.

Weitern/Worrd"

40,090, 37,254 -7.1-

Civilization : 20,562 18,392 -10.6

' Other Worril'
Regions, -f, 3,023 2.329 -23.0

'Special Beoups '''- 345 2,810 -7.1W

Social 2,626 2,759 +5.1

..r;

An increasing number of commentators have noted the growing
:

lack of student interest in history. This is evidenced by the decline

in history enrollmentS at a time'When the overall population of

community colleges has increased (Millington and Pelsinger, 1975).

Among the factors ideptified as having contributed to this decline,,,,,,

are increased enrollments in career or vocational progi.anis, elimination

--- of history requirements, attractiveness of newer disciplines in the

social sciences, and student demands for "practical" and "relevant"

courses. Among the potential remedies proposed to reverse this
.

downward trend are the restructuring of survey courses, employing

innovative instructional techniques, and offering courses that

,are more closely aligned to student educational needs and interests.

Some of the courses that would meet this last condition are histories

relating to the followinp specialized .interest: minority groups;

women;.the Third World; the city; the environment; human settings

(e.g., the family-, community, religion, educational'or legal,

filistttutions); and a current - events -in- historical perspective

approach concernedwith such-issues as race, poverty, and war
(

(Hays, 1974; Hammett, Sidman, Longin, and French, 1977). ,

In light of what ha been 54d, it would seem that, the efforts of

's-1*-
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histiy-dOpartmenis to broaden their appeal to a wider segment

of the student body would be reflected in an increase in the percentage

of history courses offered in such areas as the,city, ethnic groups, -

` womeo, and social history. However, we failed to detect any notice-

able movement on the part of history departments to offer courses

in addition to United State6'history and westerd/world civilization

that would be attractive to the non-transfer student (e.g., continuing

education, occupational) as well as degree-oriented students wishing

to take electives in history. More specifically, the results

revealed that: a) there was little or no increase in the percentage

of courses offered in any area of the history curriculum; b) there

was little or no increase in the percentage of colleges that offered

at least one course in any one of the six areas of history examined;

c) over 80% of the two-year colleges in the sample offered a course

in United States history and/or in western/world civilization during

,thetinle period examined; d) Iess,than 30% of the colleges offered

"course in any one of'the areas other than U.S. history and western/

world civilization; and e) enrollments in three of these areas

either increased (social) or decrdased (state and lodel; special

groups) at a,slower pace than that of the total discipline. °

There are at'least three somewhat distinct audiences' served

by most two-year colleges: students desiring to earn the Associate

of Arts degree (including transfer students); those desiring to ,

take a course (credit or nbn-credit) for personal or career develop-
.

0 menqsand those participating in occupational programs. 'Students

seeking to fulfill a requirement f67`kither a terminal degree

or for transferring tb a four-year institution seemingly have no

iirohlem:. most of the colleges offqr at least one,course in either

U.S.Thistory or western/world civilization. However, non-traditional

and/or adult students', desiring to take a history course for either

personal enrichment or career development face limitations since

only a relatively low percentage of colleges offered courses in

areas other than U.S. history or western/world civilization (this

narrow range of offerfng's exists particularly in small and middle

48
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size institutions).

"`Nearly half of all enrollments in two-year colleges are in

occupational programs. While figUres on the percentage of these

students who enroll in a history course are not available, the

percentage would not likely be high. 'Perhaps the most,difficulip

challenge facing history instructors in the two-year colleges is

to design courses which occupational students would perceive as

revelant to them, or better yet, to introduce history as a unit

within an occupational course. For, example, a history.instructor

could teach a two-week unit to nursing students on the history

of their profession. Along thei'e .lines, Cohen (1977) has discussed

a number of methods that academic disciplines can use to strengthen

their position in the two -year colleges. Only if increased efforts

are made to attract continuing eduCation and occupational 'students

to enroll in history courses will the downward trend in history course

eneollmentste reversed.
1

_
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6. INTEGRATED-HUMANITIES

Harold Cantor

"There is at .American colleges,abd uniOsities
a growing teripency to dffer cortrehensive courses
in which literature, the fine arts, and music are

combined. ,Often these courses include elements
of the history of thought, sometimes of general
history. As a result, the title Humanities...
frequently indicates arts and lettiFT-17TMutually
integrated presentation" (Graeffe, 1951, p, 1).

These words, written in 1951, still can serve'as a working

definition of a,type of course thaChas been alternately hailed

and dismissed by community college educators. Riding the crest of

the general education movement, integrated humanities fifst entered
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the community college curriculum in the 1950s, 'peaked briefly, and

then fell* 'Behind such,courses were the ferment and excitement of

the Great Books at the Universities of Chicago and Columbia, the

Humanistic Study Plan introduced at Reed College, Meiklejohn's

Experimental Col lege at the University of Wisccinsin, 'and the pioneer-

ing efforts of Graeffe both at Stephens College and the University

of Florida.
.

Since the early Sixties, general education at community colleges

has been on the defensive, if not on the decline (Monroe, 1972).

Although community college educators agree on the positive value

f of general education cour eg, there is wide vari nce in programs.

SOme colleges have no neral education requirem nts; others, such

as the City Colleg of Chicago, specify that 25% of the credits

required in occup tional programs be in general education courses;

and still others require that 75% of the credits needed for an

Astociate in Arts degree be in general education courses.

The integrated humanities course lost its momentum becau e of

the disagreements and vagaries of the general education phflosOphy

(Palinehak,V973): Mtn the burgeoning community college systems

were chiefly concerned about transfer, they developed universit,j(
1 a

parallel courses and adopted a distribution system that allowed lie'

student to choose among such courses as English, social science,

mathematics, natural science, and humanities. No longer was an

integrated core course required of all students. If humanities

was listed in the catalogue (for example, in California and Ohio),

it was just one of several courses that a student might take to

satisfy general education. requirements. The doorway was open for \

a return to specialism, which is exactly what occurred. Teac'hers

li.hired for their expertise in a discipline taught with 'fervor and

skill the methodologies. they had learned in graduate school: New :\

Criticism- -not Human Values in Literature; Historical Relativism--

not Great Ideas in Western Thought. The interdisciplinariens on 1

the faculj temporarily thwarted, looked for'new fields. Some went
0
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into remedial work. '

Ydi the situation has changed In the Seventies. Once again the

notion of crossing disciplinary lines and combining elements of

literature, art, music, history, philosophy, and sometimes SGT1/27----
into a single course is asserting itself.

This chapter presents data on integrated Oumanities from our

national study of humanities Curricula, reviews some recently developed

interdiscOlinary humanities courses, and dr.aws some inferential

conclusions.

We have previously noted that even though total college ehroll-

ments had increased over the two-year period, the humanities showed

a, significant decrease. Table 1 displays these shifts. (The human-

itjes enrollments Include students t'aking one or any nLmber of

humanities courses, hence they appear n ted in comparison with

, college headcount.)

TABL

CHANGES IN TOTAL COLLEGE AND TOTAL HUMANITIES ENROLLMENTS

'Total College Enrollments

1975 : 740,883 .1975 271,465

1971 . 795,925 . 1977 263,305

Percentage Change:' +7.4% Percentage Change: -3.9%
.

Total Humanities Enrollments

N = 178 Colleges

Of the'll disciplines considered, the most severe enrollment

decline was suffered by literature (-13%), which also declined in

its share of the total humanities enrollment from 1975 to 1977

(1%) and in the total number of humanities courses offered from

17% in 1975-to 15% in 1977. Art, history,-music and anthropology

showed similar declines, though none quite as dramatic as literature.

On,the other hand, the integrated humanities course, listed

by the Center,as Introduction /Survey of the Humanities, rose slightly

but significantly in total enrollments, particulamly when compared,

"52
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with the Introduction/Survey of Literature su,,b6c-oup.

TABLE 2

CHANGES. IN TOTAL LITERATURE INTRODUCTION/SURVEY AND

TOTAL INTEGRATED HUMANITIES INTRODUCTION/SURVEY ENROLLMENTS A

Total _Li\terature , Total Integrated Humanities
Intro./Survey Enrollments Intro./Survey Enrollments

1975 19,851 1975 16,791

1977 17,458 1977 17,976

Percentage Change: -12.1% Percentage Change: +7.1%

N = 178 Colleges

Introduction/Survey of Literature increased in the number of course

offerings, and attracted fewer students: The number of integrated

humanities courses remained constant:, 49 in 1975 and 49 in 197/,'

yet managed to. attract 1;185 additional students. 13

Still in evidence at many community colleges are 'integrated-

humanIties courses that combine music, the fine arts, and Literature'

with an historical and philosophical approach. Such(ectrses are currently

taught by several Los Angeles,District community colleges. F6r example,

at West Los Angeles C011ege,this course is called "Cultural Pattthis

lof Western Man." Philosophy, musk-, literdture, painting, sculpture

and architecture are studied and compared in relation to their 'back-

ground, medium, organization and style. A survey of some of the most

productive periods of Western history, from ancient Greece to seven-

teenth-century Baroque, is included. A companion course, "The Arts

of Contemporary Man," brings the student thrOugh the 18th and 19th .

centuries to modern times. A glance at the instructor's syllabus

' reveals the utklization of films, such as segments from the Bronow'ski

"Ascent of Man" and Kenneth Clark's "Civilization" series, as well

as a substantial reading list--Plato, Freud, Darwin, Jung, Goethe

Byron, Thoreau, Skinner and Camus among the source. headings.

Since Spring 1974, Kingsborough Community College, a unit of
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the City University of New York, has successfully administered an

experimental one-semester course in freshman English that integrates

the teaching, of communication skills with the humanities disciplines.

The study of freedom is the unifying theme, with four sequential units

in semantics, philosophy, history and myth, focusing on the concept

of freedom and related concepts like order and responsibility

(Keller, 1975).

At Central Piedmont Community College in North Carolina, a

physicist became appalled at the widening gap between the sciences

and the humanities" and at "the threats to future civilized society

on this earth...and some non-solutions to these threats which vested

interests may impose on a scientifically illiterate populace"

(McAlexander, 1976, Appendix 8, p. 1). Working closely with the

Humanities Department, he designed an interdepartmental course in

1975, "Science and Society," which offers credit in either science-

(with laboratory experience) or humanities (without). The course

borrow from Bronowski's "The Ascent of Man," emphasizes futurism,

and, in addition to a substantial reading list, makes use of seventeen

16mm. films. Course units range from "-Science and the Quality of Life"

to "Science and Political Ideology." Although guest lecturers are

utilized and the planners preferred a team-teaching approach, Togistics

dictated that the course be taught by a single instructor.

An interesting variation of the humanities sequence is scheduled

to begin in 1978-79 at Santa Barbara City College. Called Humanities-

Triad, the course is divided into-six -week modules: 1) Introduction

to the HUmanities; inthiduCtion td-Myth6togr,-11-Th-eBible-as

Literature. The units may be taken independntly for one credit

but completion of the three units counts towards the general education

40 requirement.
-

Besides illustrating the diversity of subject matter that falls

under the rubric of integrated humanities, all of these approach

have one thing in common: in every,, case they are taught by a single

instructor, These instructors, wherusually have wide ranges of
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expertise involving prior teaching in two diSciplinei, may have masters

degrees in one field and a doctorate in another, or may have done

most of their academic work in English but minored in art or philosophy.

In any case, they feel qualified both by training and predilection as

generalists, and the courses will stand drfall on their ability to

integrate materials.

Another method of teaching integrated humanities has evolveld

where team teaching, collaborative efforts by departments, and some-

times collaboration by entire colleges are undertaken. FOr example, under

National Endowment for t6e-liumanities and Lilly Endowment grants in
4

1974, three community college districts--Coast (oft California),

Chicago, and Miami-Dade--designed an interdisciplinary humanities

curriculuM that employs the artifacts of popular culture (such as

rock music, current movies, and .television) to lead the nontra-

ditionll student to an- understanding of self, then to an under-

standing of the aril in their total historical perspective. Developed

by nine humanists who are teachef's of philosophy', art, history,

music, and rhetoric, the two-semester course contains ivarious modules--

such as one stressing linkages among the philosophicaltideas of

Sartre, Descartes and Hume; Dostoyevski's Notes from the Under-

ground; and more familiar contemporary materials, such as the

film "Fi've Easy Pieces" and 0 filmed interview with Katherine Hepburn.

Available to the teacher is a comprehensive handbook that maintains

an interdisciplinary approach and conveys basic ideas and key terms

for those who want to introduce the course at other colleges as

_____'either a team - taught operation or solo effort (Luskin, 1975).

At the Commynity College of Denver, Red Rocks Campus, a social

scienee teacher._overwhelmesi_by the_pedagogical_problem_of teaching 4-

history to a student body increasingly occupational, mid-career

and practical, decided to team up with English and art instructors. -

The Asults was "World Citilization," a course providing students

with an opportunity V) view civilization from an interdisciplinary

apkoach. Crucial to this approach is the once -p -week general
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assemblyin which'the three instructors present, from their individual

perspectives, mini-lectures on an aspect of world culture. They

then break into discussion sections by disciptine (though it is

postIble tora,student'to attend all sessions and receive ten

credits for the course): The world history sections, and presumably

the others, make use of guest speakers, audio-visual materials

and self-directed learning units (Joy, 1976).

58metimes Aproblem-centered approach is utilized. "Genesis"

(1976), the interdisciplinary humanities program being implemented

. at Golden West College in California, consists of a ten-unit semester

cOtered on the question, "What does it mean to be human?" The

pilot course, planned and taught by eight faculty members'from.

different humanistic disciplines', requires ten hours of class 1,

t.4
time per week and offers 'indents a variety of learning activities:

films and lecturei% sdMinars, workshops, readings and independent
,f

study. After exposure to five-week segmenti,of the course, entitled

1)'Bases.of Huhan Relationships, 2) Alienation, and 3) Friendship,

thestupents put it all together during Celebration Week, a time

for presentation of projects and performances and evaluation of

their learning (Luskin, 1975).

4 Saddleback College's (California) Interdisciplinary Studies

.'Program is an ambitious-attempt to offer students from varied

backgrounds opportunities to learn fkim the humanities and sciences

Values that will be .useful to their lives and relevant to issues

confronting them. Here a core team_of inAructors of art.:physics.4 -

literature and political science plan, attend classes and complete

assignments for two four-unit courses: ''Individualism: The

'Search for Meaning" and time, Space and Deity." Atypical session,

sometimes utilizing guest lecturersy'mig4hinclude a talk on

Charles Darwin and Evolution followed by an analysis of Faulkner's

The Sound and the Fury. Students then attend a discussion seminar

where the intei-conhections are explained and amplified. The courses

'maybe taken on a credit/no credit basis. Sixty percent of i
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students are transfer; forty percent are nontraditional students,

many of them senior citizens from nearby California retirement

communities. Instr4e6rs are given released time for planning

this program.

At Walters State Community College in Morristown, Tennessee,

a team-taught interdisciplinary course called "The Human Adventure"

has been developed with the aid of National Humanities Faculty

consultants. Focusing on the general thelie"-KFnredom and Reitonsi-

bility, the year -long course is divided into three quarters:

Creativity, Individual Freedom, and Liberty. Personal journals

are kept, a daily class log is recqrded by a secretary on a rotating

basis, and the core,instructors encourage an 'informal, sonhunal

atmosphere in the classroom.

Several other Colleg7sYhave restructured their general education

programs along interdisciplinary lines:, Macomb County Community

College, Michigarr(Annfield, 1968), Miami-Dade's Micro-College

(Janero,'1975); the Rio Hondo Exploratory college, California

(Cohereand Brawer, 1970; and Monterey Peninsula College, California

(Nash, 1975).

Relatively few two-year colleges have made an integrated human-

ities year a requirement for all students. One exception is the

Foundation Studies Program at Hesston College, a church-affiliated

-liberal arts college in Kansas. Hesston has arranged articulation

agreements with public institutions so that credit for its inter-
.

disciplinary-programjs converted to single discipline credit.

It becomes apparent, then, that permutations and combinations. ,

of integrated,6umanittesabound. Ncisingle approach appears to be

dominant. Courses enter the-cprttculdm-bemse -of-a-varietyof
stimuli. At Waiters Community College the administration felt

that an interdisciplinary course would increase enrollment.in the

humanities department by giving students a taste of the excitement

of the arts in action; yet, a frequently cited argument against.

interdisciplinary courses is that they decrease enrollments in

traditional humanities disciplines and therefore should be discouraged.
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For the purposes of this paper we need not sett this argument,
,

nor need we consider the many problems and issues cited in the

Center's review of interdisciplinary humanities literature (Cohen,

1975). The probOms` of articulation, what to include-, sup+

ficialitysopacher preparatrion, and methodology have not disappeared,

but we have evidence that solutions have been developed, and those

participating in evaluating experimental integrated humanities

courses - - teachers, students, administrators--usually feel that the

game was worth the candle.

The salient fact remains thit the Center data, noted previously,

showed a significant increase in the nyaier of students enrolled

in integrated humanities in 1977, and although conclusions must

be tentative until further data have been examined, there are several

inferences that can be now drawn from the evidence:

1. A common thread running through the interdisciplinary

programs and courses is that many of them are aimed at occupational

or career 'students. Since there is little room in mechanical
-

technology or nursing students' programs for humanities courses,

me integrated approach affords an opportunity to max4ize exposure

to the humanities in a shorter time interval. The same argument

would hold for nontraditional students; those whowork.have little

time and senior citizens lack ,patience for a traditional disciplinary

approach4to education.

2. A common factor in all of the interdisciplinary courses,

is that they are highlYmediat d, making use of films, television,

filmstrips, cassettes and othe audio-v' s-Utrdevices both for

presentation of classical and 4 ritemporary-materialS. In a

country where' the average high school student has watched 18,000

hours ..of teftwision by the'time h 18 and where TV sets are
kl

timid in approximately six hours during -every dt, (Fader, 1976),

we can infer that some of the students are attracted-to courses

where the mode of learning seems natural and-familiar.

3. There is an old saw in educational circles that "the teacher
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makes the course." Instructors who p interdisciplinary syllabi

and programs and participate in team-teac ng'efforts are usually

high.achievers,,gonscious of the fact that they are innovators,

enthusiastic about their cause, and excited a6 changing the

tradiirtena. system. This excitement often is communicated to the

students who are tired of the traditional approaches to knowledge -

and are eager to participate in a more informal, experimental

"prograM. It cad, of course, be argued that an outstanding teacher

wil fake any course seem interdisciplinary. Nevertheless, since

.4,of)these,interdisciMpary courses have been funded by NEH

e foundations, teachers and students have a sense of

Oiting in a program backed by resources and materials'un-

ailAtle*sewhere.,,
,

. 4. During the Sixties, community college planners were
tri

;fiecessarily conservative in their attitude toward inta4rated hu-

manities or interdisciplinary courses since they could not be sure
, . . .. ,,......

these courses would transfer to the four-year institutions. But

since the early SeInties, the picture has changed. Two-year,

colleges currently enroll over four million students, or 35% of

the total national college enrollment. 'Concurrently, enrollment
-

at publ four-year liberal arts colleges is falling off: This makes
. ,

cdMmun ollege planners less cautious in approving integrated

h nities,programs and ,gives them mdre clout in negotiating '

ar,iculation agreements., For example, Santa,Barbara Ctty College's

Humanities Triad ill be accepted as: a transfer elective in theo,

General Studies accalaureate d4rievt California State,-Cong

Beach, add Saddleback College is negOtiating with the University

,
of California at Irvine for a transferable interdisciplinary

. program.

5. Although the final conclusion is thg most difficult to

prove,,it may be the most significant. When one views the 1;)ectrum

of higher education in its entirety, dile is struck by the proliferation

of interdisciplinary humanities courses: particularly at the Pre- .
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professional level. An article in Change recently reported on

'a program at the University of Florida at Gainesville that attempts

to infuse pre-professional training with'the humanities via-inter-
. Qy

disciplinary courses in medicine and health-related fields, law,

engineering and business (Holloway: 1977). 'A similar program

in Humanistic Legal Studies has existed at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst since 1975 (D'errtco and Others, 1976). C\

An exemplary interdisciplinary program for engineers and scientists

at the graduate level has been offered for several years at Worcester

Polytechnical Institute, and a Cross registration procedure for

,_--.777---ftealth service professionals at Tufts University e courages tg!
.

maximum crossover Of graduate students between professional a/rd liberal

arts courses (Association of American Colleges,,1976; Cohen, 197t.

Behind these efforts lies the deeply rooted fear that American colleg4g

are turning out machine - tooled professional robots who, facedeWith

the ever-expanding pressure to acquire specialized skills and

knowledge, have not sufficiently confronted issues involving human

value's or examined their awn bases fo'r making ethical decisions.

Coupled with this...Sear of dehumanization, We can sense a

reaction against the narrow specialism that came in the wake of the

20t'ti century knowledge explosion, a feeling among educators at

-, every level of higher education that we can tolerate no longer

a'system that produces still another paper on "Cloud Formations

in Shelley's Poetry" or "The Developmente the kettle Drum from

1750 to nom Although solid contributions to knowledge will

always be welcome,'the urgent need now is for courses that connect

ideas and processes, for courses synthesizing thought and emotion.

, Young people, facing the problems of a 'technologically scary world

with an ever'- growing population, energy crises, and quarrels be-

tween haves and have-nots, want courses that knock down'barriers

between human beings, not coiirses that'add to them.

Their,teachers' want to help them with a balanced, interrelated

curriculum. AMon.9 othertitems, the Ladd-Lipset,survey of faculty,
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opinion reported in The Chronicle of Higher Education (1977)

that over tAree in four academics believe a core curriculuth of

basic courses should be required of all students and expanded.

While this may be a reaction to increasing student deficiencies

in basic skills, it sounds remarkably like a rediscovery of general

education.

It would. be ironic, then, if we are now approaching one of those,

cyclical moments in education when'the integrated, humanities course

Once again will become popular. In that case,,the Center data,

while not presaging an end to the humanities drought, do suggest

that the:interdisciplinary approach is fertile ground for further

exploration. ,
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7. THE LITERATURE CURRICULUM

-Sue-H. Schlesinger

Literature's diminution in higher education becopies especially

apparent when looking at the two-year college--that institution in

which the emphasis on the teaching of remedial compdsition has so

dominated the English program. In a- study of two -year college .

English, Departments, Shugrue found that 86% of the departments,

surveyed "devote less than,half of their instructional time to

literature courses" '(T970, p. 5). And, in reviewing studies on

literature curriculumein junior colleges, the.Center for the Study

-of Community Colleges found that "the move to stress writing...

[has] led in some instances to the elimination of emphasis on

literature" (Cohen, 1975, p: 18).

Althotigh various reports dealing with the decline of literature

help to provide a curricular profile of .this discipline, much mare

0 information is needed, and many questions demand response. For

instance, are institutions offering more and different kinds of

courses so as to attract new students? How do trends in literature

course offerings and enrollments compare with total humanities

offerings and enrollments? ,In order to answer these quespdhs,

all literature courses were divided into seven categories: In-

.
troduction to Literature/Survey of Literature (American, British,

Wo.rld); Genre (poetry, fiction, drama); Authors (Shakespeare,:

Hemingway); Group Literature (ethnic, women's'literature); Bible

as Literat e; Popular Literature (science fiction, occult literature);

and Classic (including mythology and folklore). The strengib

of offerin s and enrollments in various kinds of literature courses -

were then analyzed in relation to all literature offerings and enroll-

ments, and literature enrollments were compared with total college

enroMlments:

In seeking to determine the statusd relative strength of

literature within the two-year college as a whole, as well as within
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the hu ities, a scrutiny of enrollment figure early revealed
o

tha iterature is continuing its decline. From 1975 to 1977,

while total humanities dropped just slightly (-3%), literature

enrollments fell 13%. And whereas in 1975 literature ranked.third

highet in enrollmentsamong all humanities disciplines, in 1977

it had dropped to fifth place.

The data were also analyzed to determine the relative importance

of the seven different types of literature in relation to the total

literature offerings. findings show that for both 1975 and,1977,

the overwhelmingly predominant course was the Introduction to

Literature ors the Survey of Literature. IntroductOrycourses

comprise nearly 60% of the total literatu1 re curriculum. There -

was a small reduction in absolute numbers of courses in 1977 as

com erred to 1975 (437 in 1975; 401 in 1977).

The second most frequently offered type of courses in both

1975 and 1977 fell into the Genre category. In 197S, this group

comprised 17% of all kitivture offerings; in 1977, it accounted

for 15%. Other kinds'of literaturf courses--Authors, Group, Litera-

ture, Bible as Literature, Populir Literature, and Classics--

individually comprise a very small proportion of all literature

courses. Indeed, a$ a who they account for-only one quarter

of the literature curriculum. Overall, the hierarchical pattern

of the various kinds Of literature courses appears to have sus-

tained little'change between the two years.

Introductory classes also doriiinate enrollments with around

two-thirds of the students. Courses in Genie again rank second,

with around one-sixth of all literature .enrollments. The remaining

five types of Literature courses--Authors, Group, Bible, Popular,

and Classics--accounted for the other one -sixth of enrollments.

Looking at individual course enrollments forthe seven different

kinds of literature courses all but Bible as Literature suffered

a decline from 1975 to 1977. Enrollments in classics dropped most

Isharply--45%:. The next largest decline was in Group Literature,
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which fell\ 24%. Popular Literature suffered the third greatest

enrollment decline, with a drop of 19%. ,Enrollments in Introduction

to Literature cl;S'ses droplied by 12%; Authors fell 13%; and Genre

courses decreased 9%. Bible as Literature rose by 2%.' As noted

before, literature enrollments overall dropped by 13%.

What do these figures tell us? First, they explicitly document,.

the downward trend of literature in the two-year college. More

important, they indicate that whatever has been dode thus far to

restructuring literature curriculum in an effort to increase

enrollments has not be very successful. Various recommendations

have been presented to broaden literature's appeal. Some focus OP

on the restructuring of the literature curriculum in an interdis-

ciplinary manner. As one commentator has suggested, "We can,

without sacrificing the traditional'and valuable study of literature

in terms of its historical development, make room for interdisciplinary

skills...and reward those [faculty]...who do new things well or old

things in a new way" (Green, 1972, p. 28). And Fisher (1972)

has suggested that literature could be more related to a larger

segment of students with such courses as "Literature and Sociology,"

"Literature and Psychology," and "European Literature and the

Homogeneity of National Values."

Despite thesAe attempts to populariie the field, the Center

data suggest that community'colleges have done little in this area.

One might have predicted, for ekample, that Group Literature--one

of the more "relevant" kinds of courses existingwould have increased

in strength within the literature curriculum since two-year colleges

enroll large numbers of ethnic minorities and women. And, with

increased attention paid to the Women's Movement as well as to

Affirmative Actio , an upward trend in Group Literature courses

would hive been su ected. However, these classes haVe declined

rather harply in enrollment (-24%) over the past two years.

Moreover, the recent emphasig on science fiction and the - ,occult

might have suggested that Popular Literature would also have enSbyed
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enrollment increases. Yet, again, we have seen that enrollments

in courses dealing with this kind of material--Popular Literature- -

dropped by 19% between 1975 and 1977.

That the introductory and Genre courses continue to dominate

all others is not surprising, for they are typically required of

all transfer students. However, this finding suggests that two-

year colleges' varied clientele are unequally served by the litera-

ture curriculum. Transfer students can readily take Introductory

Literature/courses to fulfill a requirement. Yet, ?large group'

of othe /types of students--those enrolled in occupational programs

and' se taking classev'for personal enrichment or for career

devel pment--find themselves with little choice in a curriculum

thet.seems hardly oriented to either their needs or their interests

Admintistrators and faculty in twp-year college English de-
,

partments presently face a challenge to create courses that might
6 i .

be more appealing to a wider audience.s Besides developifnew

courses,/ more traditional literatdre could be offered in4on-

I't' IPhumanities programs. Finn offers further ways of attracting more
,

students to literature courses: integrate career education into

the classroom so that students can "develop practical skills...

related to Eirglish and at the same time explore concrete occupational

opportunities in a relevant a exciting manner...[And] whehever

the class reads literature whic describes an occupation or career,

the teacher can...discuss the job in such terms As: tasks it
.

involves; skills, information, or knowledge needed to be.successful

at it; and ethnic discriminatory behavior practiced in,it"

(1977, p. 8). Additional suggestions for literature offerings

include the use of "mini courses, projects, workshops, televisions

productions, and oth$ non-traditional efforts" (Carnegie Conference,

1975, p. 59).

In sum, if literature is to survives two -year college administrators

and faculty in English departments must increase their efforts 0
0

to attract a broader range of students.

"
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8. MUSIC HISTORY AND pPnCIATION

Jack Friedlander

Nearly all the studies,Concerned with the status of music

history and appreciation courses in the wo-year college were

tconducted during the 1960s. Bl-ford (1 t) found that 87';;

of his nationwide sample pf two-year colleges offered a music

appreciation'course during the 19 academic year. A,s6fillar

finding was obta4led by White (1967) who reported that 80 of the

204 two -year college catalogs he exanined contained a course in

music history, literature, or appreziation

Although courses in music appreciation are offeredr most

two-year colleges, they are rarely required fdr graduation
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(Gagermeier, 1967), and, according to the findings of Gagermeier

(1967) and Greene (1968), less than 6% of the students, enroll in

$.ch courses voluntarily. This lack of interest in music appreciation

has been attributed in part to the failureof twO-year college

music departmehts to offer courses that are responsive to the

educational needs and interests of the non-music major as well

as the music major (Mason, 1968; Belford, 1970; Smith, 1970;

Hermetz, 1972; House, 1973; and,Lopp, 1973).

1n light of the changes that have occurred recently in the

two-year college, it would seem important to have current information

on such questions as: What'ercentage of the nations communitY,

and junior colleges offer courses in music history and appreciation?

What perceritage of the total two-year college enrollments participate'

in music appreciation courses? And what attempts, if any, are

music departnlnts making to attract various segments of the student

population to enroll in their courses? These questions as well

as Others are considered in this chapter.

In examining data from the schedules of classes for the colleges

participating in our study, together with data derived from responses

to the. facilitators' survey, music.tourses and their studentenroll-

ments were first counted'for each college and then grouped into

one of thre4catag6ries: Introduction/Sarvey.of Music; Jazz; and

Special Topics (e.g., Introduction to Musical Plays; Black American

Music; History of Rock and Roll). This analysis was performed

separately for each of the terms studied. In addition, the total

number of students enrolled in humanities courses was computed

for the sditple.

Table 1 reveals that music enrollment dec'rea'sed by 10% tween

1975 end 1977 and that only 1% of all two-year college enrol ents

were in music hitory oe'appreciatiowcourses.
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TABLE 1

`MUSIC, HUMANITIES, AND TOTAL COLLEGE ENROLLMENTS'

Category 1975,

Music Enrollments

Humanities Enrollmeilts

'College Enrollments

Music as a Percent of
HumAnities Enrollments

Musts as a Percenfof
College Enrollments

N = 178 Colleges

Percent
Change

10,125 -9.5

271 465 263 05 -3.0

740, :83 5,925 +7.4

3.7 .3.5 42 ,

1.4 C7 1.2 -.2*

Enrollments for each oNie music categories were also compared

for our two time.periods (Table '2).
, .

TABLE 2

CHANGES IN MUSIC COURSE ENROLLMENTS BY CATEGORY

6

Music Area Enrollments Percent Change

1975 1977

Introduction /Survey 9,409 8,289 -11.9

Jazz 228 3454i +5.1

Specialized . 488 5331! +9.2 .

The percentage of colleges that offered at least one course'

in a given music area, a1Ong with the percentagy6f total music

enrollments represented by each of the areas are reported in Table 3.

10
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TABLE 3

BY CATEGORYN OF COURSE WOLLMENTS

Music Ar4
Percent orColleges
Offering a Course

1975 1977

Percent of.Totar
Music Enrollments

1975 1977

Introduction/Survey
.

Jazz

Specialized

Total

N =. 178 Colleges

73.0

3.4

8.4

7,4:2

.

68.0

2/

8.4

70.2

.

92.9w

2.3

4.8 .

100.0

90.4

3.8

54
100.0

An improtant finding to,appear in Table.3 is the extremely low .

'percentage of two-year colleges that offered a music history or.

appreciatiOn course in an area other than Introduction/Survey.

Thus, students desiring to take a specialized music appreciation

course would 6e unable to do so at most two-year colleges. And

less than three-fourths of the colleges offered arly_ music appreciation

courses.

Since'courses in music appreciation are rare required for

attainment of the,Associate of.Arts degree or for gntrance into

a four-year :institution, enrollment in these courses is dependent

to a large extent on pether the offerings are in line with student

interests. The finding,that less than 10% of the two-year colleges

offered music appreciation courses in an area other than Introduction/

Survey provides lstudents with a meager choice:, either taking an

introduction/survey course or nottaking a music appreciatiOn

course at all. The finding that enrollments iri Introducpon/Survey

4' courses shotAd a rather substantial. dikrease during the same time
. .

period that enrollments In Jazz and Special Topics exhibited a

Marked increase suggests'that the overall decline in total music

appreciation enrolments may be, more a result of limited course

offerings than of limited student interest. Therefore, unless
o
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departments increase the range of music courses they offer,

t downward trend in the already small number ottransferprogram

student

i

who take music appreciation is likely to continue.

ording to a recent American Association of Community and

Junior olleges report (1976), nearly half of all credit enrollments

in two-year colleges are in occupational programs. While figures

on the students ipo enroll in music appreciation courses are not

available, the percentage would not likely be high. One approach

"._ music_departmentt card take to increase their enrollmeAts would be

to design coursed which occupational students would perceive.is

relevant to them. However, Cohen (1977) arguesothat it would be

more feasible to introduce music appreciation as t unit within

an occupational course. According to this viewpOirlk, teachers of

occupational therapy will not send their students to a music .

appreciation course, but they ht wel-come,the music ins'tructor's

preparing a course modulkon'th "Uses of Music in Occuptiopal

Therapy.'; Similarly, the recreati n faculty are not likely to

impose a music requirement on their tudeniTat might be receptive

to a music instructor teaching a u t of their course on "Music

Programming in Recreatis ivities."

A growing segment of. the two-year college student popuittion

participates in courses primarily for personal enrichment or career

development. This category includes approximately 1.5 million

students who enroll in non - credit courset_and programs (American

Association of Community and Junior Colleges, 1976). Music'

appreciation a

ethnicfgroups

folk, rock (Hi

of Jazz), the

nd history courses on topics related 6 the Aurch,-

(e.g., Black American Music:. Past and Present),
;

story of Rock Music), jazz (History and Appreciation

theater (The Hollywood Musical; Music of the Theater),

. and ourses lied to musical events in the-community (e.g., symphony

con ert series; musical programs on radio or edwiational television)

would seem tomtbe related to students' educational needs and interest

That few' wo-year c eges offered even one course in any of the

above areassuggestt tha c departments have done little to

_
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A it /
attract non - degree oriented students to enroll in theirlNurses.

. In sum, the 'results of this study are consistent with three

of the primary findings obtained in previous investigation:

most two-year colleges offer a either music histOry r

music appreciation; (2) relatively two -year colltge students "`

enroll in iusic appreciation courses; and (3), nearly all of the

17

music app eciation courses offered in two -year colleges are designed

primarily,for transfer program students. The constancy of these

results suggests that unless music instructors develop distinctive

courses that would make musiclhistOry and appreciation attractive
. , .

electives for each of the audiences served by the two -year college,

the downwa?d t9nci. in music, appreciation enrollments will likely

persist or even accelerate.
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9. THE -STATUS OF PHILOSOPHY

, of
Jack Friedlander and Katherine Shamey

Until now the philosophy curriculum in most two -year colleges
/

has been designed primarily for students enrolled to transfer

program? ;Schmidt, 1973). This practice has provided philosophy

departments with a small bbt adequalknumbei- of Students to keep

many of their course offerings in the.curriculum. Howeier, the

,proportion of the student population from which philosophy depart-

ments have traditionally drawn their enrollments is shrinking.
0

_ In adds ion, the'hanOhg characteristics of the studentpopylation

could c nceiva ly hiye a particularly strong influenee on the role

of philosophy Jrn the twolyearcollege.

What, then', is happening to enrollments in -pnilosophy urses

and what actions areihilosophy.departments taking to re and to
c .

. the changing educational needs and interests of the two -year

Ai college.studenift? These concerns could be-addressed by obtaining

. ,_ Information on such questions/5: Are enrollments in philosophy
,

changing proportionately with the total coTmunity/junior,college

enrollments? What different areas of philosophy (e.g., introduction/

istory4 ethics, logic)are offered? Have these areas expanded, _

4 ,
. , emained stabile, or declined in enrollments? And what changes in

-pliosophycourse offerings,' if any, are:relafed,to increased or'

decreased enrollments. in that area? Each of these questions is

considered in this report. .

i

For both tthe time periods examined philosophy courses and th.eir

enrollments were counted and then grouped into, one of five categories:

Introduction/H.1'story of Pilbsophy; Ethics; Log*fITTiosOphy of

Religion;,and Special Topics (e.g., Problems in Oontemborary

A "Philosophy, ExisteatialisM; Philbsophy of Science; Indian Philosophy;

-Philosdphy and Modern Life; Individual and Society)

The questiop of enrollments may be answered by examining
.

Table 1. ',,

.1
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TABLE 1

PH1LOSOPHY,ENROLLMENTS IN RELATIOOTO TOTAL HUMANITIES

-AND TOTAL COLLEGE ENROLLMENTS

-

li.

A

Category 1975 1977' Percent Change

PhilosophyhEnrollMents
. .

Humanities Enrollments

l'''':College Enrollment§ -( ,
, /

Phyfasophy as a Percent of-
Hirmaoities Enrollments .

Pkilosophias'a Percent of '..

College Enrollments

19,179

271,465 -

740,883

7.1

2.6

17,702

263,305

795:925.

6.7

2.2

-7.7

t3.0

+7.4

.1h,

-.4

-.4

'

,_.

4-p-

N L 178 Colleges

.Table 1 reveals a decrease,of nearly 8% in philosophy enroll-

ments, which is a considerably greater decline than in most other

humanities disciplines.

Enrollments for eaciof the five philosophy areas were also

compared.

TABLE 2

CHANGES IN PHILOSOPHY COURSE ENROLLMENTS BY CATEGORY

-

"`

15hilOsophy Area '1975 . 1977 Percent Change

Intraductioh/Mistory 10,436 8,652 -17.1

Ethics 1,944 2,087 +7-.1

Logic 3,794 3,690

,Religious 1,449 1;062 -26.7

Special k 1,556 2,211 +42.1

Total 19,179 17,702 -7.7

N t78 College

.76
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As shown in.Table 2, one philosophy category--Special Topics--

increased-considerably, and another :Ethics--increaSed moderately.

Noweier, enrollments in the remaining areas of the discipline

dycresed.

The percentage of colleges offering at least one course, in

a given philosophy'area is Torted in'Table 3.

4 TABLE 3

DiSTRIBUTICN OF COURSE CATEGORIES

Percent of Colleges
Offering a Course

P osophy Area 1975 1977.

Intro./Hist4ny 55.6 56.2

Ethics 25.3 23:0

Logic % 2;.8 26.4

Religious '20.8 18.0

Special 15.2 15*

Total , 65.7 64.0

Note that no philosophy course of any kind was available to students

in more than one-third of /the colleges.

Institutional sized related to the range of 'philosophy

Courses offered byea two---yea: college in predictable fashion

(Table 4).

I
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TABLE 4

PERCENTAGE OF COLLEGES BY INSTITUTIONAL SIZE OFFERING PHILOSOPHY
,

'Philosophy Area

'e,

Sm 11

(1-1 99)

' Mirdirs-
(1,500-7,499)

Large .

(7,500+)

Introduction/History .
. _

Ethics

Logic .5

Religious

Special,

Colleges Offering at'Least
One Philosophy Course

31.

, 7.2

'2.9

.1.4

5.8

37.7

: .

.

63.2.

19.7

25:0

17.1

... 17.1

73.7

:

,

.,

'

90.9

65.6

78.8

J105`

51.5

97.0

I . N /
--. - Philosophy enr011mentsIshowed a rather substantial decrease

during the same timeqhaftotal two-year college enrollments ex- -

hibited a marked inCrease:'. At first .glance'this suggests that. ,

:student interestsin careerismai more pr.;ctical and immediately.

relevant subjects are having an adverie effect or'l, philosdphy enroll=

merits. HoweVer, a closer study of the changes occurring'wilhin the

phildsophy areas seems to indicate that student demands for relevant J

_subjects cap have positive effect. That'is, the two areas of philosophy

that registered ttte 5reatest enrollment increases --Special Topics

and Ethics --may have been Considereckby students as being more in .

,line with their --urrente interests (e.g,,*Moral Philosophy, Individual
-4

in Societ) and conceroi (e:g.MedicaliEthics, Government Ethics)
.. /1. '.

than the ,two areas of philosophy registering thd-greatett enrollment,

decrease --P ilosophy of Rii.gigibn and Introduction/History of

i,...yhilosoph . Ths suggests that philosophy departments may be able)114t1

to increase their enrollments if theyeitid their course offerings

in areas that are attuned to the interests of all segments of the lit

two-Year college OpUlation--transfer, sccupational, and non - degree

oriented students. \ ,

tAlmost half of the credit enrollments 'in two-year colleges

JO '

Qw
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c;re.11. in transfer programs. The 'findings that less than 6Q% of the two

year colleges offered a philosophy course in Introduction /History

and that each of the other four,gontene areas_examined were offered

in less than one-third df the institutions higDlight% thelbeed for

colleges to increase the range of philosophy courses they offer.

-Unless such action is taken, the downward trend in the already

small number of'transfer program students who take philosophy,
,

either as a general education requireme,nt or as an elective, is likely

to continue. It would -be advantageous if philosOphy instructors

in the transfer institutions workedAtIosely with the 'r colleagues

/I.in the two -year colleges to prdmote student as well as administrator

interest in this field. And, since philosophy courses are usually
,..

not.taught in the secondary school's, the initial interes1 of students

in this subject is not.likely to be high.. Therefore, two-year
. ,

college instructors should work with high school teachers and tounselors

to help generkte student interest iq -philosophy.
.

1
_

Mora. than half the credit enrollments are in occupational programs.
.

While figures on the percentage of these students who enroll in
.

o

philosophy courses are not available, the perceptige would not likely

be high. The Association of Philosophy Teachers (1973), Schmidt
*

(1973), and others have recommended that philosophy instructors

develop some distinctive courses that would make their subject an .

A

attractive elpctive for occupational students. However, Cohen

(1977a) argues that it would befireeteasible to introduce philosophy

as a unit, within an oc4up#tional Course. He notes that teachers

of auto mechanics willinot send their students toga Philosophy

course but they might appreciate the philosophy instructor'' pre- '

paring a course module on 'Business' (thics'" (Cohen, 1177b,; p. 4). .4

Similarly, the health science faculty ere not likely to impose a

philOsophy requirement on their students but might welconi having
.

a philoiophy instructor teach ..4,4114 of-their. kourse on the "Ethics

Eihanasia." . ")

A large segment of the twb.year,college'student 'population..

79.
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participates in courses primarily for personal enrichment and/or

4(

1 career development; these are the students in non-credi it courses

and programs. The relatively small percentage of colleges that

offere01specialized philosophy courses suchls Existentialism and

Contemporary Moi-al Problems and philosophical problems related to

such issues as death and dying and genetic engineering i icates

ttrat'philosophy departments have done little 'to attract n egree11/
oriented students. Two ways for philosophy4depariMent; to reach

such students are to offer courses that focus on their special interests,
. .

. .

and to design colloquia,' seminars, lectufes, and.shortterm programs.

In sum,, this study reveale thot students desiring to take a

course in a particular area of philosophy to fulfill a degree require-

ment, to meet %career need; or to satisfy a personal interest would

not be, able to do .so at most two-year colleges. The challenge

facing philosophy %instruct-ors:is to develop distirictiye courses .

which would make philosophical studies an attractive .elective for
. .

all categories of students--transfer, occupational, and continuing

education--without losing the integrity of ehe dfiscipline.
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1D. THE POLITICAL)SCIENCE CURRICULUM IN THE TWO-YEA COLLEGE,

Jack Fhiedlander

'

A number of recent studies have dealt with the political science
r

curriculum in colleges and universities. Warren (1976), for example,

examined the similarities and differences in'the course content

areas to which undergraduate politiCal science majors were exposed,

and Callahan (1977) reportedlon s in this curriculum betweenchange

1960 and 1974.4 However; while they studies provide valuableilip-.

formation on the political science curriculum in spur -year colleges

and universities, they do not address the community /junior college.

'Accordingly, we used Vie. Center data on courses and enrollments to:

examine the types of political science courses and relative frequency
.

DO



with which they are-offered in community and junior coLleges during

our two time periods; compare the relative strength Orpolitical

science enrollments in relation to total humanities and total college

enrollments in thew institutions; identify, on the basis df enroll-

ments, the relative stre gth of areas within political science'

(e.g., introduction to'political science, AmericaW state and local,

comparative governments); and determine if institutional size is

related to the range of political' science courses offered. The

results of these analyses can providejolitical science departments

with much needed information that can bejtsed_in recruiting fattlty,

planning staff development, identifying trends in student interests

and needs, and.preparing graduate students who plan to teach in the

two-year college. , ,

_IgArfain this information, political science courses and their

studst enrollments were first counted for each college for the

two time periods and then grouped into one .of'six categories: (1)

foundations of political science (e.g., introduction to political

science, political theory); (2) American government (including

international relations /foreign policy)r, (3) state and local govern,

ment; (4) 6omparative government; (5) topical (e.g., current' issues',

and politics of special groups% such as women and minorities); and

(6). jurisprudence (the Constitution, or aspects of the legal system).

Itty.),iti pcal scienct was o of the few disciplines to run counter

to declining enrollments in the humanities between 1975 and 1977
L ,

Table 1,.

.4

r

$4.
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TABLE 1 .

POLITICAL.SCTENCE ENROLLMENTS IN RELATION TO TOTAL

HUMANITIES AND TOTAL COLLEGE ENROLLMENTS

Category 1975 1977 Percent Change

Political Science Enrollments

Humanities Enrollments
0

College Enrollments

Political Science as a Pe'rcent ,

of Humanities Enrollments

Political Science as,aPertep,t
of College Enrollments

48,959

271,465,

740,883

18.0

6.6 -

50,961

263,305'

795,925

19.4

6e.4

+4.1

-3.0

+7.4

TI4

-777.2

. The pattern of enrollments 'differed markedly in the course types

within political science (Table 2).

TABLE 2

'CHANGES IN POLITICAL SCIENCE COURSE ENROLLMENTS BY-IN:DORY

f

Arta of.Palitical Science
,

i

t

Enrollments ,

1915 1977

Percent Cliange

i

State and Local 4,841 -4.0

Ameirican gh '31,269 33,755

Comparative 1,061 900 -15.2

Foundations 3,887 4,118 +6.5

, Topical_ . 1,982 . 2.411 +6.5

Jurisprudence '5%773 5,21$" -9.6

'Total 48359, 50; 961 +41

178 Colleges

The percentage of colleges offerinloat least one course in a

Oven area, as well 'as the percentage"of total political science
R.

,c)d1:ses and enrollments are reported in Table 3. ,
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TABLE,.3

DISTRIBUTION OF COURSE OFFERINGS AND COURSE ENROLLMENTS BY CATEGORY

4

Area of Political

Science

.

Percent of College Percent of Total Percent of4Total ,

Offering a Course.; Pol. Sci. Courses Pol. Sci. Enroll.'"'

1975 1977 1975 1977 1975' 1977

State and Local

American

Compa ive

Foundations

Topical

Juyisprudence

Total''

40

75

23

26

18

30

89

40

82

220

26

15

y4

,_../.(94

15

40

9
.10

9

16

100

16

41

8

19

8

17

100

10

'14

2

8

4

12

100

'f'

10

66

2

8

. 4

10

100

Perhaps the most surprising findpg is the relatively low percent-

ag oftgo-year colleges that offered a political science course

_____in_areas other than American government. _Less than 40%_of the

. colleges offered a course instate and local. government or in juris-

prudence and less than 265% i the colleges offered a course in foundations

of political science, comparqive government, or in a topical area.

Obviously, a. diversity of political science courses is not available.

And, as with most ,other disciplines examined, institutional size

and the number of courses offered are strongly related. For example,

a much greate'r percentage of the large collegef.,(42%) offered a course

in comparative government than did the middle (21%) or the small

colleges 19%). The selection of political science courses available
m

tb students (or potential°students) attending a large college is
. .

much greater than'that available to students attending a middle 4.0

or.smallhollege.
' \

In general, political science enrollments increased, but at

a slower rate than did total college enrollment; much variation rl

appeared in'enrollment changes among the six political science

/ areas examined; three course areas, American', Topical, and Eoundations

84
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showed an ipcvease at the sak time when the other three'areas

examined experienced decreases; American government cumpOsed

41% of all political science courses offered and accounted for,

66% of all political science enrollments in, Spring 1977; less than

' 40% of the colleges offered at least one course in state and locl

government or in jurisprudence; and less thari26%,of fhe'colleges

offered a course in foundations, comparativegovernments, or in

,a topical area of political science.

Thelfinding that over 80% of the colleges affereF1 at least

one course in either Amerttan institutions,or foundations of political

science indicates that students in most community /junior colleges

who want to take a political science course to fuill a requirement

for the Associate of Arts degree or for a transfer irlstitutien

can do so. However, the relatively low percentage of colleges

that offered a course in areas other than Amer'ican institutions

and foundations suggests that the range of political sciencK,cdurses

available to adults who wish to take a course for personal enrich-

ment or career development ii`limTted; less than 15% of the colleges

offered eweone course in a topicfl area that might interest

T adults who wish to increase their understanding of current political---,.

problems and 'events. .

.Perhaps the most difficult challike facing political science
4,

instructors in, the twOlyear coyeges is to design cow-iv? which

occupational program students-, would perceive as relevadrto them,

or, better ytet, to introduce political science as a unit within.

an occupational course. 'For example, a political science inst9uctor

could teach a two-week unit to optical technicians on hoW legislation

effects the way lenses must be made. If such efforts were made,

political science might acceler:ate its increase. Otherwise i t, wi1 if

//(rise or fall with the flow and ebb of state- evel and programatic

U

requirements.

413
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11. RELIGIOUS STUDIES IN TWO-YEAR COLLEGES 1

' Florence B. Brawer .. ,

; r,.

4.,

110
Religious studies in higher education has bee discussed by

, ottle, 1974, 19754o, 1975b;\McCoy, 1965; Schmidt, 1973; Sleeper

and Vivey, 1975; and Welch,-1972, but nationally based inforMartn,

is still sketchy. This paucity is especially perked in the public

and private two-year colleges where so many students initiate

their postsecondary educational experiences. This chapter discusses

religious studies courses that are offered in two-year colleges

in any one of three disciplines or departments--lfterature, philosophy,
.a .

and religion. It answers the questions: What types of courses are

offered? _Hew many colleges offer these courses, and in what
----

departments? What
i-
differences exist between private and public

J.,

colleges in terms of the types:1nd numbers of courses t deal with

religious matters? Now many colleges4elaim religious studies

programs? What cAnges have occurred in these courses?

oy

'It is Important to note for this chapter that of the 178

colleges in our sample, 149 are public and 29 private. Twelve

of the private institutions are independent/non-denominational;

the 17 remaining are affiliated with religious denomi,nations four

are-Baptist, four Methodist, three Catholic,' three Luther n,

Church of Christ, one Mennonite, Ad one Presbyterian.,%0MOse7(128)

° of the public colleges are comprehensijekjnstitutions, although

a few.are either liberal arts q6) or vocational/technical (17)

in orientation.

The following analyses of data are based on course offering

at these five types"of two-year colleg s. Courses in a department

orAdivision of religious' studies are c ,ossified in tt*ee categories:

'AIntroductOon/Survey (general course in religious studies); Specialized

(e.g.., primitiv4mid-Eastern), and Texts (the Old Testament, the

Koran). Bible as literature and religious study in philo ophyare,

also designateok.

'I
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Table 1 presents the total of all humanities courses offered in public and

private two-year institutions in 1975 and 1977 and compares these with the religious

studies offerings. 4

TABLE 1

ENROLLMENTS AND HUMANITIES AND RELIGIOUS STUDIES COURSES

I
Total Humanities

Department Offering
Religious Studies Courses

Type of Total Enrollment Cdurses Literature Philosophy Religion

Institution 1975 1977 1975 1977 1975 1977 1975 1977 1975 1977

Total 740,883 795,925 4,576 4,647 10 5 43 34 104 114

PUblic 724,580 778,206 4,147 4,223 10 5 42 , 33 49 47

Private 16,303 17,719 429 424 0 0 1 1 55 67

Table 2 presents enro19nent data by types of courses and types of institutions.

Here the sample of 178 t4 -year institutions is separated into special categories

in addition to the public/private separation public comprehensive, public liberal

arts, public vocational-technical, private non-denominational, and'public church

affiliated.
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TABLE 2

RELIGIOUS STUDIES COURSkS AND ENROLLMENTS FOR

FIVE TYPES OF TWO-YEAR COLLEGES

Type of Institution

Public

Compre-
hensive
N=116

.

Public
.Liberal

Arts
N=1`6

Public
Voca,7

tional-

Techmical
N=i8 ',

Private
Non-

Denomin-
ational

N=11

Private
Church-

Related
N=17
,

Total=178

.

.

Bible as
Literature .

971 5-Courses .i 10 . 10
Enrollments 259

ii
259'

1977-Courses
Enrollments

5

132
')

5

132

Religious
Studies in

.

Philosophy
.

1975-Courses . 41 1
1 43

Enrollments 1,410 31 8 4i, 1,449
1977-Courses 33

1 34
Enrollmentsi 1,009 9 1,018

Religious i
.

Studies
General . -

1975-Courses 23
1 7 31

Enrollments 991 24 116 1,131
1977-Courses 17 - ' 3 - 12 32

Enrollments 682 .86 184 952

Religious 1

Studies - ,

SSpecialized
1975-Courses 9 '20 9

Enrollments 244
4 422 6

1977-Courses ' 13 . '4 . .11084
Enrollments 326 484 810

Religious

Studies
Texts

.

1975-Courses 15 2 27 44 N
Enrollments 378 91 1,402 1,871 '.

1977-Courses 15 2 31 48
Enrollments 344 37 1,460 ,841

Institutions
Offering No .

Religious
Studies 57 3 .18 l 5

0 83
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Except for the private denominational colleges, not every college-

claims a religious studies department or division. In fact, the break-

down in types of departments offering religfousstudies provides an

interesting perspective on the emphasis in particular institutions.

TABLE 3

TYPES or COLLEGES OFFERING RELIGIOUS. STUDIES COURSES

No Religions
Religious Studies Courses

Type of College Literature Philosophy Studies Offered in any
1975 1977 1975 1977 1975 1977 Dept in Either Yr.

Public CoMpre-
hensive

(N = 128) .

Public Liberal
Arts

(N = 4)

7 38 30 29 26

1 3 3

57

2

Public Voca-
cational-
Technical 17

(N = 17)

Privqg Non-De-,"
nominational 1 1 5

(N = 12)

Private Church-
Affiliated 15 17

4

(k = 17)

Colleges 7 5 40 30 48 51 81

(N''= 178) .
.

. -,

, Course N =
95-1975 .

86-1977 -

/ Whereas all 17 of the church-related institutions in our sample
V

have departments of religious studies in which' such courses are offered,

none Of these colleges lists religious studies in either philosophy or

literature. On the'other hand, in'the 551 of the comprehensive
5

colleges that,offer some religious studies, most are found in the .
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philiisophy department, then religious studies, and finally, to a

much lesser extent, literature. Few of the pablic liberal arts

and none of the vocaticknal-technical colleges offer anything in

religious studies.. ,"

Enrollment differences between 1975 and 1977 are 'displayed

in Table 4_

TABLE 4

ENROLLMENTS FOR RELIGIOUS STUDIES COURSES

Department
and

Course
Enrollment

1975

Enrollment'

1977

Percent
Change

Total-College Enrollment

Total Humanities

740,883 745,925 :

Enrollment 271,465 263,305 -3.0

Literature:
Bible as Literature 370 376 -+1.6

Philosophy:

Religion 1,449 1,062 -26:7

Religious Studies:
Introductory/Survey 1,034 - 866. -16.2

Specialized 703 860 . +22.3

Texts 1,892 1,880V.

N = 178 Colleges

While the figures are modest in fomparison with the total enrollment

in4Wo-year colleges, they'are declining still further. 'There were
xtv:

550 fewer students enrolled in philosophy/religion, -introductory/

survey, and religious texts courses and,163 more enrolled in the Bible
.

as Literature and specialized courses, such as a course in a special

religious affitiation.. .% "

Further information about the status of r eligious studies courses

in two-year colleges were derived from responses to the questionnaire

asking 178 facilitators about specie activitjes In the humanities

91
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at their ca puseS. Only a haridful of the responses to several

open-ended queStions dealt with religious studies. For.example,

of 95 responses to the question, "Have new types of courses or

programs been introduced...in the past few years?", the threi,

comment; concerning religion were: "Current affairs, fdundations

of Christian service," "Film language, printmaking, Shakespeare,

anb the Bible as Literature...etc.," and "Comparative Religion."

To the question, Have any changes occurred in the humanities

graduation requirements?", the.two responses dealing with

religious studies were that philosophy/religious studies require-

ments had been raised from nine to 12 hours in one private college

while at another, "We have reduced theology requirements from four

to two credit hours."

Courses in "The Bible as Literature" were offered at two colleges

and one course in "The Literature of Confession" at another. There

were three (of 67) responses to the question, "Have any special

efforts been made to interest new groups of students to humanities

courses?" An annual' Colloquium on religious phildsophy and a

course in "New Testament Greek" were offered by other institutions.

Religious studies in two-year colleges survives, but barely.

If .colleges are to stimulate interest, they might look to ways of

popularizing these courses. For example, courses emphasizing the

person in relation to world religions, suggesting the role of the

individual in a personal universe that includes a deity, or pointing

to the similarities among all religious groups mj01 appeal to

today's students.
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. THEATER AND FILM COURSES

Harold Cantor

Much of this monograph has discussed declining enrollments in

the humanities; thus, it is pleasant to note two areas of study that ,

arecounter to the trend. Theater study coueses--vatiously.entitled

Introduction to.Theater, Survey of Theater Hisory, or Theater mir

Appreciation- -have declined only slightly at tommunitx_colleges

nationally, while film courses--labeled Introduction to Film,

ApprecNZ of. Film, and Film History--are attracting more and

more students. Any investigation of these twin phenomena must be

careful to 'distinguish between so-called skills courses, such as

theater production, scene design and fiThi-making, and those intro-
s

94.
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ductory.impurses, however diverse their titles, basically concerned

with analyzing the elements ,that manZup a play or a film and

exposing the-student to exemplary plays and films.

This Chapter presents data on theater and film appreciation

courses and discusses factors that 'could affect future growth in,

both fields.

TABLE 1

CHANGES IN THEATER AND FILM APPRECIATION COURSES AND ENROLLMENTS

Theater

1975

Film

1977 1977

Number ,of-colleges. offering .

course in Theater and Film 43 47 21 28

Number of courses offered
. .

73 65 24 35

Enrollment 3,863 3,818 , 2,328 2,544'

Percentage change -1.7% +9.3%

N = 178 Colleges _

Eyen though more theater than film courses were offered over

the two-year period, enrollments declined in theater and increased

in,film. Yet, though the proportion of theater to film courses was

higher, only two new courses were offered in theater while film

offerings increased by eleven courses. The gap between theater and

film appears to be Closing.

Reasons for the popularity of Film and the relatively small decline

in Theater Appreciation are undodbtedly due to many factors but

four seem most critical: the transferability ofboth Theater,

Appreciation and Film'courses to senior institutions; student in-

terest in. both subjects because of familiirity with the media;

an upsurge of student interest'in interdisciplinary modes of learning;

and innovative ways of reaching career and nontraditional students

N. in both fields.

Some information on theatre courses is available.
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.Taylor (1970) surveyed 116 community colleges in six states with

hi-01y developed two-year college systems and reported that 100

colleges were offering one to six hours of theater transfer courses.

No comparable data are available for film courses. However, only

within the last ten years have film study programs proliferated`

at four-year colleges and universities, as evidenced by the growing

number of scholarly articles and books published, new journals

deioted to Film, such as Literature/Film Quarterly and Journal of

the University Film Association, and undergraduate and4advanced

degrees in Film Studies. Two-year college film tour es may be

growing in popularity partially because they are 11:6 fully trans2

ferable and can also lead to majors for intereste 'students.

It can be assumed, however, that most Associate in Arts transfer

students who take theater and film appreciation courses select

them in partial fulfillment of their general education requirement

in humanities. For these students the attractiveness of a theater

or film course may well have to do with their exposure to the two

genres in our media-oriented society, where the average high

tchbOl student has watched'l8,000 hours of television by the time he

is 18 and where TV sets are tunedJin approximately six hours

every day (Fader, 1976). Theater instructors can draw
4*
on the student's

familiarity with domestic drama and situation comedy on TV as a

starting point.

Film, too, has this decided aAantage. To cite one proponent,

"Film is the One area that, by its very nature, is enter-

taining. Entertainment and enjoyment combine to form one of

the major attributes of film study as an academic discipline,

one of the 'attractions' of the discipline itself and

probably one of the major reasons why so many students

enroll in film courses. 'The movies' have always connoted

a good time to the students, and so they pick film as an

area of academic study" (Barnes, 1975, p. 34).

Both theater and film instructors, though they may assign 'much

.
reading of_scripts and secondary critical material, recognize that "live"
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theater and film-reviewing are essential ingredients of their courses.

It is the rare teacher of Introduction to Theater who does not

expose his students to live, drama as part'Of his course requirements.

Some may read scenes aloud with students in class; some may send

them to.local college or community theater productions; others

may play recordifgs of-Ways or even improvise role-playing situations

(Ltyin, 1972). Film instructors schedule "lab" periods or extra

time slots for filtvievang as a course requirement; in addition,

they urge thur students to attend the college's cultural film

lories or Niew commercial cinema.'

Obviously, however, opportunities for this extra dimension s

of affective learning are more plentiful and easier to arrange for

film studies, than for theater. In addition to its concern with
Y

enrollment data, the Center Study,was interested in the relationship

between extracurricular' activities in the humanities and credit

courses. The data revealed that 6O',,, of the small colleges (colleges,

with total enrollment less than 1,500) offered 0-1 theatrical

productions daring Spring 1977 while 70% of the largestColleges

(college with total enrollments 7,000 and over) had two to twenty
. .

theater productions during this same period. Bringing touring

productions on campeisis expensive. A school, must have a theater-

conscious community that will buy tickets, a 'sufficiently large

student activities budget, and a student association willing to

commit substantial sums'to support this type of cultural offering.

As for student productions, they are difficult to-rehearse and stage

Ilt in commuter schools (though there are always exotptional college --

defying the odds). Often facilities have to be shared with commuatly

services fOnctions, and no sooner does the Drama Club organize

and develop its leaLrs and star perforfners and technicians than

they graduate.
J 0,
'7,

Compared, to t is, cultural film series are relatively inex-

pensive ve and le plagued by organizational problems. Film rentals'
.

can be ex pensive, but many of the classics are reasonably priced
-N. 1
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and some institutions have bought prints of "HamletT6 "Duck Soup,"

"Citizen Kane" and other perennials to use over and over and offset

the rentals. All'the above.may help-explain why theater enrollments

'are dipping slightly when compared with film's Popularity.

4 An her possible reason for the attractiveness of h theater

and film a Predation courses' is their inherent interdisciplinary c

nature. Here the claims of theater are,less obvious. than those of
/

film., In a discussionof the humanistic dimension of theater history,A4

Brockett argues that "...the theatre is by its very nature humanistic,

for clOxly it has man as the center of its coteen. In fact, I

thjnkit possible to argue thatsa humanistic burriculum might be

centered around theatre" (Brockett, 1976,).p. 142). He goes on to

advocate Using "theater-as-means" to provide aliberal education

rather, than "theater-as-end" to produce plays and train professionals,

and he calls for less emphasis on buildings, scenic practices, etc.,

and more on the study of man's place in the universe and the social

and cultural interrelationships of drama andiman in different eras.

Such a plea for the reunion of theater studies with other modes of

inquiry has been echoed by other theater arts teachers (Grimsted,

1974; Wills, 1975), and the next 'logical step of having interdis-

ciplinary, team-taught theater appretiationcourses is being imple-

mented at some colleges (Gillespie, 1973).

Advocates for film studies early on recognized its inter-

disciplinary potential. Hodgkinson has reported that "Nowadays,

Film courses may be found housed in almost every department on

campus. The 4merican Film Institute's guide includes references

to Foreign Languages, Theology, Music, Political' Science, Anthro-

pology and so on and on, also recording a trend toward interdis-'

ciplinary and 'unstructured' courses" (1915, p. 329). He suggests

. that it may well prove that a'study of Film.on'an inter-disciplinary

; bais as a kind of 'capstone experience' linking studiesin arts,

humanities and sciences', is an ideal futu e pattern for colleges

and institutions which are seeking to'broa en their curriculum"
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(1975, p. 327). And the'new editor of the Journal of the University

Film Association stated: , -

"I hope that we can rejoin the academic community and be-

'gin to broaden our approach to emcpmpasshow film is ased

in the disciplines of American studies, anthropoI6y,

art, art history, English, the foreign languages, govern-

Ment,history, journalism, philosophy,,psychology, religion,

sociology, Speech, theater, etc.', (Lyons, 1975, p. 8).

Finally; the popularity of theater and film courses at community

colleges may be bound up with their ability to attract some career

and nontraditional students who develop an avocational intst in

thess fields. here the factors of visibility on chilgs'and accessibility

to working adults and retired titizeli come into play. At Illinoii

Central College, the Theater department Cas contributed signif-

icantly to special community projects of the Social Science Division, )

AgricultUral Division, Health Occupations Division and the Learning

Resource Center (Marine, 1974), It helped by acting out scenes

that assisted nurses in learning to'deal4With pStient responses t
A

and by creating situations for police science students who would

one day be called in to settle family-controversies. Since a

sizeable portion of Illinois Central's district is rural, the Theater_

Department Borrowed a flatbed leck from local industry and took

Story Theater to the fields, lawns and town squires of the country-'

e. Such tactics were in the revered tradition of community

s rOces, but one of the side benefits was 4 request from the

Agricultural Division for specially designed eight-week courses

in theater appreciatio .for students en?olled in they. program. ,

Similarly,, in fi study, courses Wave been advocated that would

instruct students of busirlgss, advertising, sG)ence,industry and

government in the potential use.of films as a vital force for in-

estigation, training, advertising and propaganda (Lyons, 1975).

Such courses would have practical value and they a-iso wouldattract'

\some, students to film appreciation. Many ways oft reaching the life:

4

4
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lOng learner have peen tried out Successfully: the'Reader's Theater

Workshop at Modesto Junior College in California, for example,y

casts adult students in parts best reflectinOheir own experience

NJohnson, 19761'; the Forum series of the College of DuPage

in Illinois, under an NEH grant, brought films'"Investigatinl the

Won EZpertence",tp a nonacademic public, in condominiums and apart,

ment complexes (Peterson, 1975). It is difficult to assess the /
effects of efforts such as th nationwide, but where they e , I

w 9
it is safe to assume that they' ave attracted some nontraditional

learners to theater and film appreciation courses.

Film appreciation seems well onits way to coptipuoi growth

because of upper division transferability, student.familiarity with

the media, interest in its interdisciplinary approach, and a reach-

ing out to career and nontraditional students. To, a lesser degree

the same factors apply to Theater Apprao*ation courses., However,

Ofthe,tommunity college, there are more difficulties facing theater.

Courses, both.technical and philosophical. If Theater Apgreciation

is taught like many literature courses, with little attention to

live performances, relevancy to the student's mode of learning,

and no sense that it can be both meaningfdi and fun, there ire

indications that it may well decline Tike Literature.
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PART II

THE FACULTY

hereas Part I of this monograph focused on curriculum and

ruction in the humanities and barely touchtd on the faculty,
A WA

s second section deals primarily with th0faculty and only

incidentally considers curriculum and instruction. AN

Two-year college instructors Art not only the purveyors of

information about their disciplines, they are also the directing

forces behind them. Thus, understanding many of the ways that

faculty think, address their work:land plan for the future will

also--albeit indirectly -- facilitate understanding of the ways

curriculum is shaped and executed.
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Drawing upon responses to our 11-page Faculty Survey conducted
, I

in 1975 of 1,493 humanities instructors and 505 instructors in other

fields, some of the more interesting information about the faculty

is presented in this portion of the monograph. An overview of the

entire sample is contained in this introductory section. For complete,'

methodology of the project from which these chapters emanate, reference

is made to the Preface. All percentages contained in the text

are rounded..

Generally, it should be noted that few major difference among/

people in the various disciplines can be seen, probably bet se

most instructors teach in two or more fields; hence discipl nary

affiliation and concomitant.professional idiosyncracies are not

pronounced. Nevertheleis those discrepancies that do appear

should interest anyone 4oncerned with each,academic field. Onliy

those variations that significantly discriminate one group from

all others are reported.

Year by year, fewer two-year college instructors move directly -

from secondary school appointments td t4,junior/community college.

Over 40% of our faculty respondents had, been neither instructors

nor administrators in secondary schools. Not only were they dis-

associated in the sense Of not having worked in suc/n institutions,

they seem sufficient100 disaffiliated to the point/of making a distinct

break from them. In fact, a great number of hum nities instructors

actually see high school teachers as poor sourc of advice on teach-

ing. One-third of the faculty respondents had een involved in

four-year colleges or..universities beyond the 'levels of teaching

or research assistants. Most had taught in /heir current institutions

for five to ten years, and one-third either 'had once been or were
/

currently acting as department or division'chairpersons. About

one-fourth had themselves been students i community /,junior colleges.

Fifteen percent had received the,associ e degree, almost all held .f

1 ale bachelor's degree, and ninety.perc nt haNe their master's.

In addition to these degrees, co siderably more instructors

hold doctorates today than even five years ago--14% as compared to
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8 to 10% in studies -done in the late'1960s. Two reasons appear

to determine this 'phenomenon. First, faculty growth has slowed

down considerably.. In the past, the number of faculty members

, .attaiging,doctorates while on the job Was balanced by new people

who entered the colleges without higher degrees, thus maintaining

a,constant ratio. The present reduction in new hires therefore

tends to upset the previous balance.

A second reason for the rise in doctorates substantiates'

the notion that 6, -year college faculty members traditidnally

acquire that degre after sever4i.years on the job instead of
, :o
entering the institution with it in hand. For example, about

obe-`fourth of respondents reported current work on the doctorate.

If phis proportion obtains that degree by 1980, the ratio of doc-

torates will increase to 20% of the fulf:time faculty. Add to that

the likelihood that a greater number of new full-time staff members

Will have already earned doctorates before employment, then a 22%

total figure is not unrealistic. In short, we now predict a rapid

upturn in the pekentage of full-time faculty members with doctoral

degrees. Incidentally, 19% of those with the doctorate hold that

degree in education, suggesting that many peOple with master's.

degres in teaching disciplines liter pick up doctorates n

education. -

When it comes to affirmative action, there is a lesS ramatic

,growth rate., In fact, this mandate is taking hold very sl wly in

most two-year colleges. We found a ratio of two to one ma es over
----

females among our sample of institutions, a constant with he same

'ratio rlported in earlier studies. Very few ethnic minorities are
f

earlier

represelted--only approximately 3% Black, 2% Chicanos, and less than

1% Orientals teach/in tile humanities. In new colleges--thoSeOrientals

opened from 1970-1975--a higher percentage of the faculty is female

and/or younger than in the older institutions, but ethnic m norities

are'still hardly represented. And the faculty themselves a .e

strongly against preferential hiring at their own college for women'
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and/or minorities (61% against/ 24% for). . ,
.

.

Another variable considered in our project was the differenti-atio6
, . .

between full-timers and.part-timers; a growing cadre of instructors

in colleges across the country. Wefound that part-timers are highly

represented in religious studies, foreign languages, and art. This

is probably because local ministers frequently teach religious

studies; teachers from the'local high schools often teach English

as a Second Language; and artist's who work at. other pursuitt may

teach art history. Only two - thirds of the part-timers are employed' '.

$1sewhere, suggesting that many retired people teach Ohe,or two

ourses, or that young people try to get into full-time teaching

at the same time that they complete their graduate studies at nearby

'universities. The latter point is confirmed by,the fact that near34
,

half the part-timers in our sample are aged 35 or younger. Part-
$,*

timees differ fromfull-timel-s in,that t:, hey are less experienced;

have spent fewer years in their current institutions; read fewer

scholarly and professional journals; are less likely to hold

memberships-in prof9iional associations, are less,concerned with

curriculum and insteuC'tion and with the humanities; and are more

likely'to hold the university as their reference group.

Otheroistions in the LI-page Faculty Survey db,eli with class-

room time. Several studi,es have maintained that two-year college-

instructors spend significantly more time in the classroom'than do

their counterparts at four-year colleges and universities--usually .

reporting means that-center at 17 hours. Although classroom time

alone hardly accounfs'Ior the total faculty workload, our findings

sugges,t that somewhat .less time 15 now spent in classrOom instruction.

Almost one-third of our gerticipants reported 13-15 hours and only

13',,, 15-18 hours.

Staff development presented othet cOncerns. What, for instance,

is the outlook for inservice training an faculty development?

People who want further preparation app rentlly want it fOr different

reasons. Some seem to feel that furthe preparation will make them



er

better-i-nstructors--therewere -high correlations among constructs

that we entitled Curriculum and Instruction, Concern for Students,

and Preference for Further Preparation (Cohen and Brawer, 1977).

However, a high-correlation also exists between those who desire

further preparation and those who see the university as a reference

group to be emulated.

Because -eference groups and role models relate to the ways

in which individuals conduct their personal and professionallives,

questions were also asked regarding eight designated reference groups.

As sources of advice on teaching, "Quite useful" was attributed

to colleagues by 53% to students by 43%, and to department chairpersons

by 30%. Prqfessional journals, university professors, and again,

students, were seen by over 45;4 as somewhat useful sources, while

over 455 saw high school teacheri and college administrators as

not very useful. Instructors who look to the university as their

re4ence group were chiefly those who had been teaching only a

short time in the two-year college. They tended to think that

people holding the doctorate are more capable or knowledgeable,

and they have a strong orientation toward their academic discipline.

Related to the concept of role models are the types of positions

that would.appear attractive to the respondents five years hence.

For example, would they like to be teaching in four -year colleges

or universities? Twice as many (40%) saw themselves in faculty

positions at four-year colleges or universities as in positions

at two -year colleges other than their own. However, nearly as many

(38%) felt that they wouTd.prefer to be holding. the same positions

they held currently -in other words, they are satisfied to be community/

junior college instructors.

Regarding other future plans, almost all 86% said that within

the next five years they would like to, take steps toward profess-

ional development. In order of popularity, these steps werecto

lig0 get a Ph.D. or Ed.D., enroll in courses in a University, enroll in

inservice courses at their college, get a master's degree, and get

o a Doctor of Arts degree,. If they were to have a free summer, traveling
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and taking classes /reading /studying appeared to be most appealing.

Because:Abe emphases in two-year colleges are typically on

teaching and,SA'udents, we vented to determine the faculty's concerns

for their'stwients. Most instructors seem to have a definite /sense

of relatetiness to thir students. They rank the following qualities

as very'imliortant for students 6 gain: first, knowledge and a sense

of Pers&ial identity; then knowledge of and interest in community

and world problems, preparation for further formal education,

knowledge and skills directly applicable to their careers, aesthetic.

awareness, and finally, an understanding and mastery of an academic

Over one-tiird of the humanities instructors believe

that students in occupational coursesf should take "six or more"

humanities courses and almost one-fourth suggested four courses.

Interestingly, though, 20% of the non-humanities respondents suggested

two and four humanities courses for studenti enrolled in two-year

occupational programs, and 16% desired sii or more such courses

for these students.

Closely related to their concerns foi students are the faculty's

concerns for the humanities and curriculum and instruction, their

degree of satisfaction, and their interest in further preparation.

Indeed, these constructs meshed to give a picture of well-functioning,

involved two-year college instructors who differ in various areas

of concern from their counterparts at both secondary schools and

universities.

As for other dimensions of personal functioning, the faculty

respondents indicated that satisfaction is not related to the number

of hOurs they teach weekly, nor even to their full- or part-time .C1

status. In fact, satisfaction seems to be 'generally unrelated to

institutional conditions but to be*re a personality trait that

transcends the working environment, Perhaps this is not a surprise--

. happy people are happy people-- but'\it does weaken the argument that

faculty members would be more satisfied if they taught fewer'hours

and had better working conditions.

ere
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Further, well-integrated people, those who are high in FunciiondJ

Potential (Brawer, 1973; Cohen and Brawer, 1977)--a measi of ego

strength--were found to have been former students in two -years colleges,

and to be working on their doctorates, 41 years or older, and fulj-.

time faculty members. Highly functioning individuals are also more

related than people low in Functional Potentiarto their friends,

family other instructors in their field, most instructors1in their

'field, most instructors at their school, their student teacher

organizations, and college administrators, in ordeebf degree.

In sum, then, instructors participating in our nationwide

study of two -year college humanitles faculty seem to Ire aware .of

themSelves as a separately functioning professional bildy. They

see their 'own colleagues andstudents as the .pest 'SArces. of advice
4,4

on teaching: They are not interested in administrative positions.

T-hey are intAested in curriculud and instruction, ,in working on

their courses, and on their taching, almost to the excluiion

of other' professional -pursht. More detailed inform ationtbout
4

people teaching in the several hum4nitiAs disciplines follows--

arranged in alphabetical order to parallel tbk reports in Part I.
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. 13. ANTHROPOLOGISTS IN, THE COLLEGES . t

Ourdataimdicatetliat.anthropology courses are found in about

half the colleges sampled. However, 'few sections are offered.

Typically an elective ,course for transfer students, anthropology
,

reprdtents a small proportion of the curriculum., And because of .

the way the National Endowment for the Humanities definei the areas

4

within its province, respondents to our faculty survey were considered

only if they taught cultural rather than physical anthropology.

That is those people teaching culturanthropology were included

yiiile those who taught physicA.anthrppology.alone were excluded.

Thus, the total group of anthropologists included in our faculty

population" repreSented about 3% of the "total.'

I4eresting1),howevei;, this small cadre of in,tructors represents
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the-largest group- who had formerly been students in community or

junior colleges--nearly half. This fact may be. explained by viewiiig

tgAr area of locations;, most of them are found in colleges in the
.

Mduntain /Plains states and in the West, two regions where significantly

0 higher proportions of .college students begin in a two-year college

than
Athose who start in a four year institution. Only 26',, of the

anthropologyinstructors are female. They tend to be younger

/ than the total population with relatively few of thed having had

former experience in a secondary school. And because they arg'younger,

they tend to have had less experience in their current institution

than the people inmost other fields; 55% had been at their colleg

for less than five years.

Anthropologists teems, to be quite indepengeRt practitioners.

They take a dim view of members of other group as sources of advice
.

on teaching, and they are below the norm established by:the rest

Of the sample in their perceptions of department chairpersons,

university' professors, colleagues, professionaljournals, and programs.

, in professional organizations. They tend to read journals within

,their own field but not within the field of profestiRMal education.,

They are somewhat less likely to be members of,yrofessional organizations.

The anthropologists are about in line with our total population

of humanities instructors in terms of their desire for further pro-,

fessiOn31 development. Those who so statetend"to favor university

0 courses and higher degrees. They are highest of all the groups

in indicating they would like to do reseaech if they hag a free

summer, whIch,for them probably suggests anthropological work in

the field. _They are oriented toward their teaching with sizeable

numbers of them'indicati; that if they had it to do over, they

would do more student teaching or take more'teaching methods courses.

They tend not to see faculty positions at tour-year colleges or

universities as being attractive and they are below the norm in

their perception of the attractiveness of faculty positions at

other colleges or at schools outside the United States.

Some differences4ertain to the way anthropology instructors
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view their students. They tend to be below the norm in their feeling

that students should gain an understanding-of an academic discipline
......___

or aesthetic awareness; yat_at. the same time, they are above the

norm in perceiving the importance of preparation for further formal

eduCation and self-knowledge. They are about in.lige with the

group in their indicatiori of the number of humanities courses

they think students in occupational programs should be.require:d to
..

take, with the exception that whereas 35% of the total group'
....-

N' indicated "six courses or more," only 17% of the anthrQpologists

so indicated. Another 17% noted, no opinion."

The anthropoligists tend to feel there are a sufficient number

. % of.extracurricular activities, especilry colloqutums and seminars,
,p

-'
, lectures, concerts, and recitals, and fiiiis. They tend to favor

the introduction of interdisciplinary courses. and would like to

:N

see more of these types of offerings along with additional social

science courses. They tend,to be high in concern for their students

but low in concern for the humanities. .
1

Of all the disciplinary groups responding to the Faculty Survey,
..,

anthropologists tend most to be in public comprehensive two-year

,4 colleges. Slightly more are in iinstitutons with 2,500-4,999 studepts
--,

than in' either the smaller or larger colleges.

c
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14. INSTRkJORS OF ART HISTORY'AD APPRECIATION

According to the definition of humanities used by the National

Endowment, the study of art is included but not the performance of

the arts. However, the instructors who teach art history and art 4

'appreciation are also frequently graphic artists,orworking sculptors.

it This overlap might not apply in the very large colleges where an

'instructor's program can be filled out with a sufficient number of

art history courses, but it certainly prevails in the smaller

institutions. Thus, there are many instructorl in this categery

whose alternate pursuit tends not CO be instruction in a dTTferent

area but a different pattern of functionifig within the same broad

field.

The background of those who teach art courses differs some--
what` from their colleagues in other humanities disciplines. The

'Nbighest percent among,all the groups (16% versus 7% total) was

working on a Master's degree at the time of the survey and the

'lowest percenti.(11% versus 24%) was working on the doctorate.

Females
.e

were slightly overrepresented'as were. instructors in their

twenties; 1'9% of the group (13% total) had not yet passed age 30.

The fewet ethnic minorities of any group tlach art, although the

Asian-Americans predominate'among those that are found.

Fewer of the faculty teaching art history and apprectation

,have xperience in secondtry schools and, as a group, they'tend to

have'less experience within community collsges. 'filmy are lowest

.amorig all disciplines in experience 4 administrators.
-

The art faculty's tendency away from the doctorate is 'reflected
.

ini.thesponses of those who were serving as chairpersons at the

time of the survey. Only 24% (48% total) indicated that they had

employed people with the doctorate and only 47% (61% total) said,

they planned to employ doctoral degree holders. Wt r asked why

they would not hire pgople with the doctorate, nearly one-fourth

of these responding said that "A degree_is not necessary to teach
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in mi de rtment," while 12% reports in addition, "They, are not

avail le." People who are. studying for doctorates in order to- .

teach art history or art appreciation in two-year colleges shoilld
.

here be forewarned! .
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Because many teachersof,art history and appreciation also teach.

studio courses, the number of teaching hours they are assigned

runs second only to th4music 'faculty. However, since a sizeable

percentage of the people teaching art istory are part-timers

(38% versus 24% tota), it may be th the full -time teachers inal\ arft s ends as much time in the classroom as do their counterparts in

''imusi . ------

The members of tbis group nave little affinity for pro4ssionkl
fA

to.beor professional organizations. They tend to be above

averalffnlrieir perceptibneof department chairpersons, students,

and administrators A's sources of advice on teaching, thus suggesting

an affinity for their own institutions, but they tend away from
.

. outside proArtlional groups. They are far below the
.
norm in their

tendency to read' professional education* journals, considerably feWer

Y E, of them tending to hold membership in professional orgalpation's

(36% versus 23% of the total hold no membership). Similarly, two-

thirds of the group indicated they hadnot atte ed a regional or .

national meeting of a professional assulition within the three years

prior to their participating in the survey' Their idea of profess-

ionalional tends to be the acquisition of a Master's _degree

with other pursuits such as studying art abroad ranking quite high.

When asked what they would do if they had a free summer nearly half

said they would "creates !Arform, or paint."

The art faculty has a high a!PnIty for the university;

55%, the highest of all the disciplines, indicated they would find

a faculty positibn at a four-year college or university "very

attractive." If they were to begin over,,many f1th46 would want

to study humanities, although a sizeable proportion (40,', versus

33% total) would change nothing. Their affinity for their institution
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is belied further by the fact that 72% of them would find a faculty

position at another community or junior college attractive.

The instructors in the arts tend to be 1oer than the nonn in

their belief that students should have an understanding of some

academic discipline and a knowledge of community or world problems.

They are abcive the total pbpulation norm in their wanting to see

students gain a self - 'knowledge or personal identity as well as

aesthetic awareness. They tend to see fewer humanities course

as .desirable for students in occupational programs and believe

there.are too few extracurricular activities. They are well above

the norm in their feeling that there, are not enough exhibits,,

concerts and recital, and films.

Members of this group tend also to be performers; 29% experience

the humanities in their own life through participation in theater

groUps or in fine arts. They would like to see improved facilities

and materials for their courses. The teachers of art history and

appheciati2n are highly represented in colleges built between 1960

and 1969 did soMewhat underrepresented in the larger institutions,

those with more than 15,000 students or more than 300 full-time

,or part -time faculty.
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15. FOREIGN LARGUAGE INSTRUCTORS

As community colleges grew in size and number they became
\A

increasingly significant as centers of foreign language instruction.

In 1960, 455 two-year colleges reported foreign language registrations;

by 1968this iumber ha grown-to 754; and by 1970, the number had

increased to 861, or 79% of all 1,091 community colleges then in

operation. Bdtween 1960 and 1968, community college foreign lang age

registrations increased from 1 in 12 students in all higher cation

to nearly 1 in 8; by 1970, this figure was 1 in 7.

We have seen in the earlier report on'foreign languages

curriculum that although French is the most frequently taught

language in higher education, Spanish is tAkmost popular language,
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taught tn the comeunity college. German holds a steady but distant

, third place in higher education in general and in the community

..college in particular. 'While Russian is often found to be the

fourth most commonly offered modern language in all colleges and

universities, more community colleges offer Italian than Russian.

Courses in Japanese, Chinese, Hebrew, and numerous other less

frequently taught languages are also occasionally offered in

community colleges. -Classical languages have never comprised a

major part of the two -year college language curriculum,

Reasons for shifting enrollment patternshence curriculum- -

in all foreign languages ace easily found. Historically, the study

of foreign languages in community colleges has been dependent on

language requirements at four-year colleges and universities.

Although this is still true, innovations emphasizing the practical

use5 of language learning are taking hold. in curriculum design.'

The increasing career orientation of students has m'de "Spanish

for Police. Officers" popular. And the community ,colleges' orientation

toward'student desires has fed to "French for Cooks" and "Italian.

for Opera Lovers." Many language instructors now realize that if

these types of courses are properly marketed they draw students.

Hence, the instructors tend less to sit back and wait for degree

requirements to drive students into traditional language curriculums:

Foreign language instructors constituted 14% of the hUmanitieS

sample, the third largest disciplinary subgroup. These instructors,

including those teaching English as a Second Language, occasionally

alsp teach in other areas but with'much less frequency of overlap

than for the other fields.

There are more female instructors (54%) in foreign languages

than in any other'discipline But the language faculty tegds to

be older--46% are age 46 or older compared to only an of the total

group of respondents. One would expect that foreign language

instructors would represent a broader ethnic base than other disciplines

and indeed, there are more, nembers of ethnic minorities in the foreign
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languages than in any other discipline except the social sciences;

79% indicated they were "White/Caucdsian."

The career line for foreign language instructors working in

two-year colleges, seems, to have been from the secondary school

rather than from the university. More than 34% of the language

instructors had taught in secondary schools for five or more years

as compared with only 29% of the total group in that category.

And 60% of the language instructors indicate no experience ip a four -

year college ora university whereas only 55% of all respondents

so designated. A'S a group, the language instructors had less

experience within the two-year colleges, undoubtedly because a

considerably greater percent were part- timers. One-third of

them had worked for two years or less in their current institution.

Foreign langbages ties with religious studies for having the great-

est percent of part-timers--40% versus only 24% in-the total

sample:

The desirability of the doctorate degree among foreign language

instructors seems not a matter'of great concern. Ihe-language

instructors who are serving as division chairpersons are below

the norm on their having employed doctoral degree holders or their

planning to employ people with this high,deg re e. They seemed to

have bad little experience with people with doe4rates but the

experience they did hive tended to be favorable

A relatively, high percent of.language instructors are working

for the Master's degree - -15% compared with .7% for the.total,group--

and even this though the language instructors tend to be older.

And a relatively high percent see department chairpersons, uni-

versity professons, high school teachers, professional journals,

and the programs of professional organizations as useful sources

of advice on'teaching. They tend to rank their colleagues somewhat

lower in this category, probably because the part-timers have

little contact with the regular faculty.

The responses of the foreign language instructors to questions,
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regarding professional development are characteristic of the group.

More of them would Tike to get a Master's degree and a considerably

higher percentage ,would like, to travel. If they had it to do 0,10\,

more than their indence in the population would indicate, would

have -preferred doing student teaching or taking more teaching

methods courses.

The orientation of the foreign language instru ctors is some-

what away from their own institutions. Significantly greater

numbers of them would see as very attractive a four-year college

faculty position, a position at a'different community or junior

college, or a schoolloutside the United States, and significantly

fewer of them found "Doing what I'm doing now," "very attractive."

Similarly they do not feel filiated with other instructors

at their own institutions even tough they are about average in

affiliation with their students a nd with other instructors in --

their own teaching field.

The language instructors see the importance of the college as

being slightly different from the way it is seen by the total group.

They find the career education orientation very valid and are

considerably higher (75%.compared with 64%) in their belief that
.

students should gain an understanding of some academic, discipline.

Theiq;1.ack of affiliation with their institution is confirmed

by the responses they give to questions regarding extracurricular

activities in the humanities., Language instructors are consistently

' highest of all the disciplines in the "Don't know," category.

And yet considerably higher percents of them would like to see

"Added or' improved humdnities course ii" and "More community

involvement in classes." They tend Ms than other groups to

''favor interdisciplinary courses.

The language instructors tend to be clustered in the larger

institutions--only 23% of them are in colleges with fewer then 2,500

students compdivd with 32% of the total group. And they are in

the colleges with the highest percents of part-time faculty members.
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Here, then, we have a group comprised of a large number of part,c

ti;ers without much affinity for their college. Yet they are

oriented to their teaching and desirous of more teacher training.

They tend to be older than the faculty in most other disciplines

and more desirous of earning Master's degrees. This suggests

a group including a sizeable minority of lay people from the community

whom the 'colleges have employed because of their special expertise

in a foreign language.

"7`
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16. TEACHERS OF CULTURAL GEOGRAPHY AND

ETHNIC, WOMEN'S AND SOCIAL STUDIES

This category includes those divisions within the humanities

that fall closest to the social sciences: cultural geography,

area studies, and ethnic studies. Area studies are defined as

broad-based interdisciplinary studies of a particular region, nation,

or continent, with such courses as Asian Studies, African Studies,

Russian/Soviet Studies, Latin American Studies, and American

Studies usually placed in this category. The courses may encompass

anthropology, archaeology, art, architecture, economics, education;

ethnic studies, folklore, geography, history, language, law, - -.

literature, mass culture, Music, philosophy, political science,

psychology, psychiatry, public address, religion, science and

technology, and sociology--th4 full range of the humanities:

Ethnic Studies present the culture of particular groups presum-

ably neglected in traditional coupes. Since more minority

group students attend two-year than four -year colleges, ethnic

studies as a discipline is particularly importint in community

college education. The minority-oriented courses were initiated

largely as a result of minority student complaints of racism in

the college curriculum, a cha ge substantiated by the fact that

liestern Civilization tended be the only civilization Studied and -

that European or American rt, music, literature, history, philosophy,

and theater were taught as the only igni,ficant elements of that

civilization. Since it is easier to create a new course than to

change an existing one, courses directly aimed at minority students

were developed and only a few traditionally .Western courses were

altered to incorporate (usually peripherally) minority artists,

musicians, writers, philosophers, or dramatists, into the syllabus.

Black studies and Chicano studies are the most frequently

offered areas in ethnic courses, alth6ugh Jewish studies and Native-,

American-oriented programs are also occasionally seen. Black
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studies courses were found in most of.the large community colleges

in 1971 (Lombardi and Quimby), regardless of the percentage of

Black students enrolled. n Chicano studies, as in Black studies,

history courses are the most frequentlf offered. Another group

of ethnic studies courses deals with all minorities as a group.

The most commonly taught course in this category is "Problems

of Minorities in America"; others include "Police-Community

Relations," "the Minority Police Officer," and."Politica Problems

.of Minorities."

'Teachers in cultural geography, area studie , and ethnic studies

were'iocluded in the facylty survey because their cow ses cover

most of the fields in the humanities. However, bec USB these

types of courses are not a large rart,of the

curriculum, the faculty sample included only

sample. One-third of them had formerly been

or junior colleges and more than one-fourth,

the disciplines, are members of ethnic minor

community college

3% of the totallfaculty

students in community

the highest of all

ities. Becau e ethnic

studies tend to be found most frequently in the large urb n institutions,

a sizeable percent of this faculty group teaches in inst tutions

. with 10,000 or more students. The, male/feMale ratio is the same as

for the total sample, however. There is not much difference in

e age groupings, although more than one- fourth fallinto the age

41-45 category.

Instructors in these areas of the'social sciences have had.

about as much experience in secondary schools and universities

the rest of the population. A somewhat greater number were ac ng

as chairpersons at the time of the survey and of those, a significantly

jgreater^proportion
hat employed people with doctorates and planned

to employ additional do -oral degree holders.

Even though this is dne of the smaller categories, the pattern

of responses is very similar to the total group. An equivalent'

number of full-timers and part-timers teach an equivalent number of

hours per week. Their perceptions of the usefulness of various

.t
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group members as sources of advice on teaching are\in line with

the total, although they see programs of professional organizations

somewhat lower. They tend not to read scholarly journals but they

ge at the norm in their reading of journals of professional/ education

wer of them would like to take steps toward professional, development

but of those who would, a signif' tly higher proportion would

like to get a Ph.D. or Ed.D. Mo structors in this thAp in

other disciplines would like to w rk on an advanced degre .if they

had a free summer, while a higher percentage was working on a

master's or doctorate at the time of the study. Mid a higher

percentage would see as unattractive a faculty position at another
.

community or junior college or at a school outside the United States

five-years from the time of the survey, which would be 1980.

Their relationships to students and courses differ somewhat.
1

They areless likely to see the importance of their students

gaining are understanding of some academic discipline or aesthetic

awarenessiwheres' they are more likely to see the importance of

a kndwledge or interest in community and world problems. .They are

Ifitighest-&aIl the groups in checking "six-or more" in answer to

0 the question -of how many humanities courses should be required for

students in occupational programs. They see the desirability

of interdisciplinary courses, more extracurricular activities,

and more student interest courses. InolOact, they are at the top

in their view of greater student interest and respect for the

humanities as a desirable change.

Instructors in cultural geography and' in'area and ethnic

studies are not counted among the highly satisfied faculty.,..,only

'ille 9% are in that group compared with 17% of th tot 1. They are

at the top, however, in their orientation- o curriculum and

instruction, preference for further preparation, concern with

humanities, and view of the university as a desired reference

group. *At the'same time, the fact that they area small grobp

suggests thAt ttTe data must be interpreted in that light.
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47. HISTORIAN;

The future study of history in the two-year college is linked

.,-----

t requirements of senior institutions as much as to the subject's

attractiveness to students. Just as the tendency for four-year

colleges and universities to remove foreign language requirements

has affeqed enrollments in this area, the removal of state-mandated

history or \'American Institutions" impinges on enrollments in

history classes. The removal of thepgrequ#ements in many states

is reflected in the relative decline in the lumber of students
.

in history courses as compared to the increase in overall enrollments.'

Indeed, the trend has been such that many legislators question the

merit of keeping history in the general education program a all.

Another parallel with foreign languages may be drawn when
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requirements are 'emoved and enrollments decrease, instructors

begin to take a fresh look at student goals. And this appraisal

usually leads to the discovery that as history has been traditionally

taught--i.e., the name-fact-date approach--it is not important

to community college students. If the universities and the

%states will not mandate history, the class enrollments depend

, entirely on maintaining student interest.

Many meth i of attracting students to history courses are

being tried, as uggested in the chapter in Part I dealing with history

curricu um. Tele ised courses use visual reproActions of art

and arts acts as a way of stirring interest. The use of the local

newspaper to publish the lessons as well as self-evaluation tests

bring history to a wider audience. Other innovations include.

, American history courses taught by radio; courses taught by a .

combination of tapes and filmstrips; traditional courses that have

been modified to relate major themes in history to the students'

life experiences; topical seminars for the most interested and/or

brightest students; history courses based on outside readings -

. specifically chosen to represent such student majors as science,

fine arts, and business, and special examinations for each major;

and combinations of the explicit statement of behavioral objectives

with a modular schedule so that students need no longer worry about

being tested on information they have not studied. A most successful

approach has been to emphasize the contemporary or the local scene

as a .way of maintaining students'AistIrest. These innovations are

found in various colleges around the country but they spread slowly,

and enrollments in history have no t kept pace with the growth in

most other fields.

When it comes to history instructors, we find that 16% of all

1,493 respondents to our Faculty Survey taught history, which

represents the second largest group within the el6en disciplines.

In some cases these instructors taught history exclusively but

in most, they also taught political science or some other social
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science. The doubling upkpertains especially in,smaller colleges.

Most of the history instructors hold, their highest graduate
03,0"

degree in history (83%) and most are males--79% as comparld with

67% of the total humanities faculty, They tend to be younger than

the other faculty, with 56% age 40 or younger as compared with 50%

of the total. Exactly the same percentage of history faculty

as the total group hold full-time positions 476%), but those

who are part-timers tend to work more hours per week at jobs away

from their colleges.

Historians are especially oriented toward higher degrees.

Those who were serving as chairpersons at the time of the survey

indicated they were quite likely tothave employed people with

doctorates. In fact, the fields of histday,- political science,

social science, and philosophy are well above the mean in this

category. And even thouq.. those chairperson's were quite ready

to state that they hire the best person regardless of the degree,

they felt that people with doctorates make especially fine teachers.

The orientations of historians toward the doctorate is furtge

suggested by the fact that many more hiAlorians than the norm said ,

they would like to get a PhD. Ed.D.; they are also highest

among all the gorups indicating they would like to get a Doctor

of Arts degree. Many said they were working on doctorates--31%

as compared with 24% of the total faculty. The history instructors

represent the largest number of people in any one field'moving

toward higher degrees. They are also highest among the discipline

in their orientation to research, with 16% of them saying they would
. .do research if they had a free summer. This orientation toward

/higher degrees and research carries through into their relationships
1

to senior institutions. Seventy-nine percent of the hfStory faculty .3

compared with seventy-five percent of the total say they would t

a faculty position at a four-year college or university very

attractive or somewhat attractive. But for that'matter,67%

of them would find a faculty position at another community or junior



A

college somewhat or very attractive, and th rank highest of

all the diiciplines in their perceiving an a inistrative position

as very attractive.

In comparison %.,th the total faculty, the history instructors

held somewhat different views oeople they feel are useful

sources of advice on teaching. They were less indtined to find

department chairpersons useful and more inclined to view colleagues

as potentially 4e1pful. Not only do historians in,our sample

tend to read more schdlarly journal, are also:tops in their

reading oeprofessionai education jo Ws. by

( 'The tendency of these irtructors to~ read journals a 1 ed

their tendency to join professional organizations. ore than a y

other discipline, they are affiliated with professsional groups,

with more than 10% indicating membership four or more association's.

Similarly, -they are wg11 above the average in their attendanpe'

at meetings of regional or natlonal Organizations and'in their

presentation of papers at such meetings.,.

The historians' relationships to the versify and to research,

are also reflect d-in their seei1i e importance of community

dolle0T-preparing :students for further formal education. However,

4no carry over exists into Pievir favoring student's mastery of some

academic discipline, in which response they are below-the mean.
o

Understandably, though, they are well abdve the'mean in their belief

that students should gain a knowledge of or interest in community

and world -problems.

By far they feel the colleges offer too few exhibits, but they

do feel thatpo'hiumanities have been improved in recent years.

More of them han any other group felt that humanities instructir

now enjoys improved facilities and materials,' while a high percentage

felt there were more extracu'ricular course offerings' in the 44,

manities thaWtherehad been formerly. They tend toward desiring

interdisciplia/6-CourseS as a way of integrating the humanities.

The history faculty are overrepresented isr the newer colleges --

1
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,those built since 1970--and in the colleges of generally smaller

size--between 1,500 to 5,000 students or with from 35 to 50 full-

time instructors.

In sum, history instructors tend to have an affinity for higher

'degrees and research, and are high in desiring further preparation.

They tend to read more, both in their discipline and in the

literature of professional education; join professional associations;.

attend the meetings; and take part in the sessions. But this

orientation does not lead them toward strict disciplinarianism.

Rather, they seem to feel that students should receive an integrated,

education through interdisciplinary courses and preparation'for

further studies instead of an in-depth knowledge of history itself.

In a sense they hold dual allegiance: they are highest of all the

groups both in their orientation'to curriculum and instruction and

to the university. They are also well - integrated individuals tending

more to be in the high Functional Potential group (Briwer, 1973;

Cohen and Braver, 1977).

a
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18. LITERATURE INSTRUCTORS

The teaching of literature is not the main business of English

Department's in two-year colleges; rather., their emphasis is on the

...teaching of compositlon. Much of the research about faculty members

in community college English. Departments concludes that although most
4

of them would prefer teaching literature, they are required to.teach

composition. Frequently an instructor's schedule will include two

or three courses in composition and one.in literature. In thisfashion

the colleges spread the literature courses among the entire staff.

Since most community college instructors in English havececeived

their graduate training in programs emphasizing literature, it is

hardly surprising that literature courses are competently and

enthusiastically taught. And even the composition courses frequently
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become courses in reading and responding to literary works. The

move to stress writing and the efforts to make literature courses

more contemporary have led to many course modifications. Emphasizing

current works in otherwise traditional literature courses is one of
0

the most accepted modifications, and new courses are soMetimes

seen.

Within our sample of 1,493 humanities instructors responding to

the Faculty Survey, literatUre instructors repreent the largest

subgroup. And because they are the rargest group, there is least

chance that they deviate frodi the total population. Those differences .

that do appear accordingly, are worthy of note.

Women are more highly represented in the faculty teaching

literatnre=-44% as compared with only one-third bf the entire

humanities staff--and, indeed, only. foreign languages has a greater

percentage of female instructors. However, the fewest number of

ethnic minorities are found in literature:, 2.2% Blacks; 1% Chicanos;

and 0.5% Orientals.

Literature instructors are somewhat more experienced than the

total group: 20% have taught in a two-year college for 11 to 20

ears, compared with 17% of the total; 41% have taught for five to

ten years, compared with 38% of the total; and 18% fOr three to four'

years, compared with 16% for the total. Altogether, 82% of thi.

literatuf-e teachers have had three or more years experience compared

with only 75% of the total group. This may reflect the fact that

employment in the field'of literature has been 1Nited in recent ,

years whereas'there has been some expansion in employment of teachers

of art, anthropology, and foreign languages--at least in the part-time

faculty category.

Those literature instructors who were serving as chairpersons

at the time they responded to our survey were more likely than chair-

persons in other fields to have employed people with doctorates..

The reason they offered was overwhelmingly that they hired the best,

persoli, regardless of the degree.'
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There are exceedingly few part-time faculty teaching literature;

in fact, only 11% of the respondents indicatedvpart-time status.

This was the lowest percentof any disciplinary group and compares

with/24% for the entire humanities faculty. It follows that literature

faculty were least likely to be employed at jobs in addition to their

positions at the colleges (13% versus 4%).

Perhaps because of their greater length of service in two-year

colleges, the literature faculty seem to have broken away from

the university more than most other groups: Whereas only 29% of

the respondents felt that university professors were "not very

useful" as sources of advice on teaching, an, of the literature

instructors placed university professors in that category. The. -

literature facAy were also considerably higher thei the total

group in their belief that high school teachers are "not very useful!

either, and they were the highest in placing administrators in that

category as well. In fact, the literature instructors tended to find

none of the choices very attractive, which suggests they are'an in-

dependently functioning group of instructors.

These faculty members tend more than most of their colleagues

in other disciplines to be affiliated with professional orgaliizatipns.

More than, any other group except history, they read professional

education journals. And more of them than in any other discipline
,

are members of two or more professional organizations. However,

they are no more likelysto attend regional or national meetings of

those associations or to present papers at them. At least part of

the tendency (1 literature faculty't0 be involved with their pro-

fessional groups may be attributed to the fact that there are few

part-timers among them; one would expect that full-timers would join

associations.

Along with their colleague in other, disciplines, the majority

of literature faculty would like to take steps toward professional

development in the next five years,. .However, they,differ from the

other groups in that more of them would like to enroll In courses

' or in a university and fewer would like to get doctoral degrees.
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Apparently, instructors of literature feel they hold the degrees

they need because.they have the full-time positions, but they would

still like further training in the form of'University courses. If

they had it to do,over again, many of them would want to take more

teaching methods courses and more courses in psychology or personal.

development.

The attractiveness of their current positions is not lost to

the literature instructors. Only 34% would find a faculty position

in a four-year college or university "very attractive", compared

with 39%-oftte total group, and only 17% would,find a faculty

position,at another community or junior college "very attractive",

compared with 21% of the total. Although sizeable numbers of the

literature instru!tors are members of professionil associations,

67% would find a position in a professional association "unattractive",

as compared with 63% of the total. They seem to like what they are

currently doing.

When asked what students should gain
t
from a two-year college

education, more than any other'discipline, the literature faculty found

"preparation for further formal education", "less important". This

too reflects their break with the university. And, significantly

more of them (20% versus 15%) found students' gaining "knowledge

in community and world problems" less important. On all other goal

choices, however, the literature faculty were like their colleagues

in other disciplines. Three percent more than the total group

felt that students in NO-year occupational programs should be required

to take "six or more" humanities courses.

More than any other discipline, the literature faculty found

too fewtolloquiums and seminars and lectures,open to students

at their college. They also were above the norm in their feeling

that there were too few exhibits, concerts and recitals, and films.

Their own interests apparently run quite high in viewing.andparticipating,

in activities related to the humanities. Seventy-two percent of them,

compared with fifty-nine percent of the total, said they, experience

the hlimanities thr,gh visiting museums, shows-i-exhibits, and so on.
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They are also the highest group among those who read or attend
. ni!...

classes, lectures, and seminars as ways of experiencing the humanities.

And they are higher than the norm .in their, participation in theater

groups, and their listening to records, television and the radio.

Literature instructors feel the humanities have been improved

in recent years, with 311°.; (compared with 2n of the total) responding

that humanities courses have been added or improved_atikheir colleges.

es?A significantly higher percent also would like to s tier humanities

courses as a positive change for the future. And mor would like to
. .

see interdisciplinary courses and additional extracurricular activities

in the humanities.

These are the ways that literature instructors differ from the

total humanities faculty. They seem to be a more affiliated group,

with greater experience in,:comMunity colleges and greater involvement
.

4

with the humanities. There are few part-timers among them and yet,

,not a greater,number of department or division chairpersons, The

litetature faculty seem to be the old-line rank and file of dedicated

teachers.

`11

O
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6SIC HISTORY AND APPRECIATION INSTRUCTORS

,

As victirOther disciplines in the humanities, most community college

music departments develop their programs primarily for transfer

.students. The course-requirements of four-year, institutions thus

become the major determinants of the music curriculum. However, this ,

affects the programs for music.majors-,tence the courses in music

theory, composition, and performance--to a greater degree than it

does the basic music history and appreciation courses, the most

commonly.taught music courses in the community college. Music

history and music literature are also offered freqently, although

they are usually reserved for music majors only whereas music

a0Oreciation, is considered a general interest class.

About 6% of the total faculty sample teach music history and

appreciation. A sizeable proportion of this group also teaches

performing music. There are many differences between teachers of

music history and appreciation and teachers of the other disciplines

For.one thing, they are lowest in the percentage of people who had

formerly been students in community colleges (19% versus 25% total).

And they are highest in the percent of people whose highest degree

reflects the areacin which they are teaching--97% of this group

hold, degrees in music. They tend to be underrepresented in those

currently working oh higher degrees, and significantly more of them

are males 181%,versus 67% total).

Members of-the music faculty tend to be highest of all groups

ha,ii.ng had prior experience in secondary schools as instructors or admin-

istrators. Indeed, only 21% indicated do secondary school experience

compared with 41% of the total. They tend to have a higher survival

rate in community colleges; 10% of them have been teaching for morel"

than'20 years (4% total). They come from homes in which there were

Somewhat fewer books than in the homes where members of other discipliness ,

were raised

Significantly greater numbers of the music faculty were serving
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as department chairpersonsat the time of the survey (24% versus 35%),

but significantly fewer of them had empldyed people with doctorates

(27% versus 48%). Those who plan to hire doctoral degree holders

claim that Members of that group are more capable, while those .

who do not plan to hire them suggest that the reason is because

they want higher salaries and the degree is not necessary.

The music faculty teach long hours--nearly half the group in-

dicated 16 or more hours_ on the job. Undoubtedly this is because

the music history anti appreciation faculty also teach the performing

music or studio courses. Only 20% of the group are part-timers,

and nearly half Jiave jobs in addition to their teaching.
,,-

. Teachers of music have a high affinity for others in their

environmeht. When asked who they would look to as sources of advice

on teaching, they ranked department chairpersons, university professors,

high sdhool teachers, administrators, professional journals, and programs

of professional organizations higher than the norm. They tend more

to read scholarly journals and to be members of professional associations;

in fact, one-third the group checked "three or more" professional

organization membership, compared with only one-fourth of the total

group. ,

Because of their affiliation with the performing arts,, more of

the music faculty see additional study in music as a desired mode

of professional development, and more than one-fourth of them would

"create" or "perform" if they hid a free summer. Nonetheless, . ,

they are aware of their teaching responsibilities and 13% of them,

highest of all
4

disciplines, would choose to do more student teaching

if they had a chance to take their training over again. They see a

faculty position at a four -year. college or university as very attractive

(49% versus 39% al) but they are underrepreiented among those

4/111itwho see a faculty sition at another community or junibr_college

or at a school outside the United States as being attractive. They

are highest of all groups in seeing the%ttractiveness of d non-

teaching or non - academic position but they are also above the

.

norm in finding Whot they are doing now very attractive.
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The music faculty differs somewhat in their perceptions of the

two-year college in relation to its students. Whereas they are more

likely to see the importance of career education, an understanding

of some acadRmic discipline, and aesthetic awareness, they are below

the norm in their beliefs in the importance of sell- knowledge and

' a personal identity and in knowledge of community and world problems.

Tending to think that fewer huMantti!s courses should be required

for students in two-year occupational programs, they are also below
4

the norm in their belief that there are too few cdAloquiums and

seminars, exhibits, and films. As would 46 expected however they

are tops in their feeling that few too concerts and recitals are
*

offered.
.

For their own part, the music faculty experiences the humanities

by attending concerts and the like, and by participating in performing

groups. But hey are near the bottom in their tendencies to read,

and at the bottom in their listening to records, television, and

.radipi..as ways of exptriencing the humanities. They also shy away
.

from travel and crom attending classes, lectures, and seminars.
1 -

As fpr humanities 'Courses At their own institutioA, fewer

of them suggest they would like to see courses added or improved \
or integrated into interdisciplinary courses. They tend to favor

f,

extracurricular courses and improved facilities or materials

along with. improved teaching techniques.

The music faculty tend to be found in the larger comprehensive

institutions. They are much like their countjparts in the other

fields of the humanities except that they tend.to be males with former

high schoolexperience who teach considerably longer hpurs. '
e.
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20. Tip-YEAR COLLEGE TEACHERS OF PHILOSOPHY

According to their major professional 'associations, core unity

college philosophy instructors suffer from conflicting perceptions

of their goals and purposes.- They are aware that the.number of transfer

students, particularly.those' majoring in philosophy, is dwindling;

, they know they must cater to the needs of their present students.

But they also know,that when they do,nthey are in, effect assuring them-

selves of the continued scorn of their se colleagues. The
iz

Associationof Philosophy Teachees in 73 re g rded tltis onfliCt

as One of tge primary tletriments fba eir member's effeo ve teaching. .

The prgblem has man an'tificdtio . The American Phil phical

Astociation consistepily.con

°

s cpmmunity college Philosophy
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,courses and instructors as "substandard." Nevertheless, the

Association recognizes reluctantly that the current bumper crop

of philosophy Ph.D.'s is such that it will force many graduates

into community colleges. Ironically, becatse of this attitude,

many Ph.D.'s who would be happy to find a position at a coffihunity

gr college at the present time discover that their training has left

them ignorant of community colleges and thus effectively obstructs

their ability to secure a junior college position.

Since few community college students are philosophy majors

- or will even transfer, the philosophy course they take at the

two-year college represents is their first and last contact with

the discipline. Most philosophy instructors try to adjust their

cciuriercontenttand teaching methods to this realitx, But the conflict

between the desire to teach as they themelves were taught and the

need to consider the goals and needs of their students tears,at

them.

Philosophy can no longer be considered as an exclusively,

transfer study. Rath6-, it must be made relevant to all kinds

of occupational students not now considered directly affected by or

in obvious need of the study of philosophy. Some instructors have

developed ethics courses that are structured around career asOrations

of the students examine the moral implications of occupational

choice, and that emphasize specific occupational canons such as

al Ethics," or/the "Nursing Code of Ethics." Additional courses

have lso been developed that explicate such concepts and principles

as "e egance," "ecological impact," and "pride in workmanship"

as aesthetic experiences related to a vocation. But there is not

much of this form of modification, and philosophy still represents

a miniscule portion of the community cc4leges' offerings.

.Thus, philosophy instructors constitute one of the small

groups in the faculty sample--5% of the total. In these disc libary

groupings' where the number of stafiNiembers includes such a small

percentage of the sample, any differences between them and the total
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group tend to stand out more markedly because they, as a group,

have had so little effect onIthe responses of the entire population.

The chances for sampling error accordingly become larger.

Nonetheless, there appear to be few differences between the

philosophy instructors and the total sample. They are slt9htly

underrepresented among those who were themselves students in junior

colleges, and there are considerably more males among them (84% versus

67% total). They are an older group; only 39% age 40 or younger

compared with 50% of the total in that category and 29% over age

50k compared with 23% of the total. Philosophy--along with its

related field, religious studies--is one place where affirfttive

action cries have not been heard; there were no non - ,Whites teaching

in these areas.

The philosophy instructors in community, and junior colleges tend

to be drawn from among those who have no experience in secondary schools.

A higher proportion were former teachers in four-yeal:.colleges

and universities. Of those serving as chairpersons at the time of

the survey, two - thirds had employed people'with doctorates, finding

them to be exceptionally well qualified.

A.larger percent of philosophy instructors are considered part-

time faculty members and 16% of the entire group of them teach only

A one course. It is therefore not surprising th their affinity

for the college is not high; a smaller perc t of them see the

usefulness of departments chairpersons or dministrators as sources

of advice on teaching. Nor are the philosophy instructors highly

affiliated with professtonal.groups, only 10% of them find profess-

ional journals to be "quite useful", in providing information about

_Lea , and only 6% see programs of professional organizations

as " uite useful,." In both cases, these were the lowest percentage

respOnses among all the disciplines. It follows, thren,othat philosophy

instructors ,in our sample tend to be lowest among those who read

scholarly journals within their discipline or journals in professional

education.' However: they are aboyt at the norm in their, membership



in professional organizations.

Those philosophy instructors who would like to take steps toward

professional development see the acquisition of ,a 'Ph.D. or Ed.D.

as the most appealing. They a near the bottom in their indication

of wanting to travel if they had ee summer and at the top in

their desire to take classes or workshops or do.research. If they

had it tq_do over, exactly half of them would,db the same or change

nothing;,,this \sthe highest percentage of all the groups noting that
,\

response. They.ire considerably below the norm in their seeing

positions in a four -year college or university or in a school outside

the United States as attractive,l)ut well above in their view. of

non-teaching or non-academic positions as desirable ends..

The philosophy instructors' view of students differs from members

of the other disciplines. They see career education, an understanding

.of an academic discipline, self-knowledge and a personal identity,

aesthetic awareness, and a knowledge or interest in community and

world problems as less important than their counterparts see them.

The only area that is seen in the same light is preparation. for..

further formal education. They tend to believe that more humanities

courses should be required for students in occupational programs,

and tfley tend to feel there are now enough extracurricular activities.

their own experiencing the humanities, philo'sophers tend

toward those solitary endeavors such as listening to records, television,

and radio, and talking with their peers or associates. They are under-

represented in such group activities as community ser4ice or church work,

attending classes-on seminars, and participating in theater and fine arts,

groups. When asked about humanities courses at their own institutions, r'

Significantly fewer of them said that such courses had been added or

improved in recent years and-fewer of .them indicated they would like to

see these courses addedor impreped.

V

The philosophy instructors give the picture of being an aloof

group. More of them than instructors in any other discipltpe see them-
.

selves as standing apart from other instructors in their field, and their

perception of themse.lves in relation to other instructors at their own
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institution is that they are juit one in a line with al4 others. They

are nearly At the bottom in their perception ofi themselves as relating

closely to their students, and at the bottom ,in their view of themselves

in relation to teacher organizations. In reading their resdionses, one

gets the picture of a,proup standing apart, perbaK not disaffected but

certainly Nit closely tied to their institutions.

REFERENCES

Association of Philosophy Teachers. Manifesto Prytanei (1973).
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21. POLITICAL! SCIENTISTS

Millett'.s (1973) study of polif1 & science in several postsecondary

institutions notes that community college students tend not.to be

concerned with political problems and that students at all levels

of higher education display declining interest in the study of political ,

science. Students today seem less interested, in abstract thought,

the play of ideas, and the controversy of generalized concepts than

students of the past, and more interested in specifie,Asues, such

as urban affairs, than in the pursuit of knowledge for its own

sake. The decline of student interest in political science is

attributed to the'increasing disposition of college students toward

interdisciplinary majors and toward career programs. Millett

found that although political science instructors have noted these

trends with ,dismay, a few have accepted the challenge of curriculum

reform.

An 'example of one attempt at change is a simulation approach

to state and local Politics developed around behaviohal objectives

and student adoption of roles tosplve simulated public policy

problems(Jansiewicz, 1974). This method draws participants into

competing positions by the roles.they play and, by integrating these

simulation sessions into regular course material, students are

pr d- to-gain, ability-todeal vittliOubliCpolity in a more

, realis c manner. Another succssful approach to the teaching of

political analysis is the use f political novels as a vehicle

for instruction (Brown, 1973), These and other attempts to revise

traditional, political science course; have typically been'successful

( in slowing the flight away from the,study of political science.

Those instructors and departments who cling to the traditional means

of having stuirents engage.in abstract political concepts find themselves

.talking to an increasingly smaller percentage of community college

enrollees.

Of,all the humanities instructors responding to the Faculty
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Survey, 9% indicated law or government as their major teaching field.

In manr_cases these instructors also taught history, but the group

is differentiated from the total sample by. the fact that it includes

a sileab)re number of administration of justice in ctors--in fact,

thd group held their highest degree in law.

The teachers in political science and administrative justice

are pregminantly male, mith only 12% of the group women. They tend

to fall, in about the same age range as the total sample, but there

are slightly more'ethnic minoritygroup members among them.

The pattern of experience that law and government instructors

have had differs from the total sample. Considerably fewer of them

had been instructors in secondary schools (52% compared with 41%)

and fewer had been four-year college or university teachers than

faculty in any other discipline (62% versus 55%). Their pattern

of experience within two-year colleges is similar to, that ofthe

total group.'

Few of the law and government4nstructors were serving as

department or division chairpersons at the time ofthe survey (9%

versus )5% for the total group). Yet thOse who were chairpersons

tended to have employed people with doctorates and, in the future,

plan to employ other doctorate holders., The Doctor of Jurisprudence

i-s-included-io-thistategorand-many-of-thsresponderrts-maThave

had those types of doctorates rather than Ph.D.'s or Ed.D.'s

in mind.

Although the political science and law faculty members are

exactly like the teal group in their proportion of full-time and

part-time representatives, they tend to work more hours away from the

)college. This is probably because many of the part- timers are

police officers and attorneys with full-time employment elsewhere.

The law and government instructors differ somewhat ,from people

in other fields in their perception of,people they would turn td

for advice on, teaching. They rank department chairpersons ,somewhat

higher that do members of most other disciplines and they rank,

*ew
..
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high school teachers,and their students somewhat lower. And they

are somewhat less likely to read scholarly journals or journals of,

professional education.

Comparatively, the group tends less to want to take steps

toward professiOnal development. Of those who did so indicate,

Ooweqer, a greater proportion wanted a Master's' or DoctOr's degree.

The law/government instructors' orientation to their work is

generally consistent with that of the larger group of instructors.

They, saw no great need tochange what they were doing and when

asked what training they would seek if, they were to begin all over

again, more than half either failed to respond or said they would

change nothing. the group is about in line with the total sample

in what, they would consider attractive for the future.

Yet, significantly fewer political science and administration

of justice teachers are members of professional associations and

fewer have-an affinity for teacher organizations. They see career

education and a knowledge or interest in community and world 4
-

problems as important qualities for their students to gain, but thdy

are much lower in their feelings that,students should acquire an

understanding of an academic discipline or gain aesthetic awareness.

Nevertheless, they do feel that a great number of humanities courset--

should be required of students in two-year occupatiOnal programs:

more than three-fourths of them checked "four or more" as compared

with only two-thirds of the total group who felt that many courses

should be required. IhNs.ait not particularly interested in,inter-

disciplinary courses and more than other groups tend to believe that

there has been a decline in student interest in the humanities

in recent years. When asked what changes they would like to see

effected. in the humanities, significantly fewer of them noted'any

changeS that they would feel important except that they would like.

"improved teaching conditions." They were lowest of all the groups

in their preference for interdisciplinary courses.

Eew_idifferences,ten, pertain -to- the teachers of-taw-and
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government as compared to their counterparts in other fields. They

tend away from profehional development for its own sake and prefer

gaining higher degrees. Although they teach such courses as historyo
and Philosophy of Law,Enforcement, they tend not tg associate

themselves with the humanities. In many. respects they resemble

our non-humanities comparison group of 505 instructors more than

they do other humanities instructors.
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22. RELIGIOUSRELIGIOUS StUOIES.INSTRUCTORS

It is difficult to ascertain the trends in religious studies

in the two -year, college because of conflicting data. Sleeper a68,..

Spivey (1975); for example, found such courses as World Religions,

Philosophy of Religion, or Bible offered in half the public colleges,

two-thirds of the private s.chbols, and in practically all the church-

related institutions they studied. They also reported that fewer

colleges offer religious studies past the introductory.Tevel , *and

that while Catholic two-year colleges tend to stress courses in .

theology or contemporary beliefs, two-year colleges with Protestant

affiliations emphasize the Bible.

On the other hand, our data reported on Chapter 11 suggest

-
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a dowliward trend. In either case, such courses repesent but a

small part of the curriculum in comparison with other fields.
. ,

And by far, people teaching religious studies are the smallest

group of instructors in the sample, 2%. More than halif the teachers

of religious studies are in college% in fhe.South and they are

decidedly underrepresented in the West. They tend to be in the

smaller institutions--one-third are in colleges with fewer than

500 students - -and more than one-half are in'privatetwo-year colleges.

The.religious studies teachers tend to be older males, and

there are no mbers of ethnic minorities teaching religion in the

group sample . :They are also'more l'kelY to be part-time instructors

k
working at obs in addition to their teaching responsibilities;

in fac , nearly half the group indicated jobs that involved them

els& ere for more than 40 hours per week.

Because religious studies instructors are such a small group

and because such a high percent of them are part - timers, there

is not mbch information about their orientation to their institution.

They tend to see administrators as useful sources of advice on

Veaching bit otherwise they are abo in line with the norm in their

relationships to professional associations and other aspects of their

profession. They tend not to read professional,educatign journals

and are at the bottom of the group in their preference for further

professional development. .They seem generally satisfied with what

they are doing; as a group they are at the bottom in their seeing

as attractive career alternatives a faculty position at a four-year"
..

college dr university, at, another community/junior college, or an

administrative position in a two-year college. Nor do they see

positions in professional associations or schools outside the United

'States as being very attractive. In fact; they seem e a highly

. satisfied group and a gfeater percent of them than any her

discipline placed in the high satisfaction index. Two-thirds of

them. see "doing what I am-doing now" as "very attractive."

The religious studies instructors' views of students are much
.,(.'

like those held by.the other °humanities faculty members except that
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near13(all saw students' acquisition of self-knowledge and a

personal ideritiy, and gaining a knowledge or interest to commu

and world problems as "very important." They tend to feel that

students in occupational programs should be required"to take

more humanities courses; 80% (compared with 66% of the total)

felt that "four or more" courses should be required. Their view

of extracurricular activities is that there are too few colloquiums

and seminars, but a sufficient number of exhibits, concerts, 'and

recitals. 1..They tend to fayor interdisciplinary courses.
/

As to their own orientation to t}teir Work
M

and tp the huManities,

they are Well above the norm in attending classes, lectures, and

seminars and in their involvement with community service and church

worn. They see themselves as standing aloof from teaci4r organizations,

and are somewhat less likely than the other instructors to be close

to their students. Nonetheless, despite the fact that any differences

that would appear among religious studies instructors would be

accentuated because of their being such a small part of the total

population, they seem much like the other humanities faculty.
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23. TEACHERS OF THEATER HISTORY/FILM/AND LIBERAL ARTS
O

For a long time theater history and theater appreciation

have been taught in community colleges under various titles. English

depaiment'S sometimes offer courses in dramatic literature; ethnic

studies areas present Chicano Theater and Black Theater; and inter-

disciplinary humanities studies almost always include the study of

theater as one of several areas. The titles of various courses

offered as "Speech" suggest that at least part of their emphasis

is on the appreciption of drama and theater. These titles include

Oral Interpretation.of Literature, Storytelling, IntroduCtion to

Oral Communication, and Rhetorical Analysis. Courses in Film

Appreciation are also found along with Introduction to the Fine Arts

and Dramatic Literature: The more traditional Introduction to:
so

Theater, Theater Appreciation, and Theater History are frequently

taught.

Interdisciplinary humanities--often based on an appreciation

for all the fine arts, including that of oral communication--have

made strides in recent years. We finy fh Chapter 6 that as the more

specialized courses in the humanities shrink because of low enroll-

ments, their instructors will frequently combine them. Thus,

a college. that cannot support separate courses, in Theater History,

Art Appreciation, and History of the Classics *ay find a course

integrating all these with yet additonaleiembits well subscribed.

Based on the interest expressed by administrators and by respondents

to the Faculty Survey, and because many community colleges have

begun vigorously pursuing the justification of courses to the senior

institutions, the future of interdisciplinary humanities looks

bright.

Of the instructors teaching Theater History, Interdisciplinar'y

Humanities, and various other liberal arts "appreciation" courses

other than art and music, 28% were in speech/drama areas, 8% in

interpretation of literature, and the majority, 73% in inter-
.
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disciplinary humanities areas. The eclectic nature of this teaching.

area is suggested by the varied backgrounds of the people who work

jn it: 28% with. their highest degree in literature% 24% in speech

or drama, 16% in music, and 15% in education. Slightly more than

the total group had themselves been students in two:year colleges

and a slightly greater percent are males. The percentage of Black

instructors exactly parallels that of the total faculty, but Asian-

Americans and Chicanos are underrepresented.

The pattern of experience for this group is much like that of

the total group, although somewhat more of these instructors have

had experience teaching in four-year colleges and universities.

In fact, 25% of the group had had five or more years experience

at the senior institutions, the greatest percentage of 'respondents

with long term experience at this level of education than any

other.discipline. A sizeable percent of the group was acting as

chairperson at the time of the study but somewhat fewer of them than

might be expected had employed people with doctorates. Nevertheless,

65%-of the chairpersons suggested that in the future they planned

to hire people with the doctorate even though more of them than any

other discipline suggested that the performance of doctorate hoidens'

is about the same as that of all other teachers.

There are fewer part7timers in this category (82% versus 76%

total), probably because the interdisciplinary courses are usually

assigned to full-time fadulty who can work together as a team.

Those part-timers who do teach in this area usually teach a similar°
-1>

course in Theater Appreciation.

The liberal arts/drama instructors tend to hold a high view

of their colleagues; 60% (53% total) find their colleagues "quite

useful as sdbeces of advice on teaching. They, tend to be above
ar

the norm in their perception of students' usefulness lip commenting

on teaching and in finding programs of professional drganizations

quite useful, However, they are lower in their reading of scholarly

journals and in journals of professional education.
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A high percentage bf a liberal arts faculty would like to
o

take steps toward professional de,;elopment, a significafitly greater

number of them suggesting inservicecourses at their own institutions.

More of them than the total group would like to travel if they had,

a free summer, and the group is considerably higher on its desires

to "create, perform, or paint" during their fr4 time. If they had

it todo over again, more of them than any other discipline suggested

they would like to study humanities. fh6-a-tso-rank -at. -the- top- _#

in their destr for more courses in psychology or personal development,

but find less need for an emphasis on specialized training.

Liberal arts/theater history instructors tend to be members

of professional organizations. As for the future, they would see

as quite attractive positions in professional associations,

teaching jobs outside the United States, and non-teaching or non- .

acada44 positions. They tend to reject the idea of administrative

positions within colleges. Accordingly, it as not Surprising that

they are the lowe'seof all the groups in their perception of their

affiliation with college administrators.

While the liberal arts faculty are at the bottom among members

of all disciplines in their perception of the value of career education

(68% versus 77% total), they rank second only to the religious Stuclies

instructors in their belief that the most important goals of a two-

year college education are gaining self-knowledge and a sense'of
a

,persona) identity., They are also tops in their belief that students

should increase aesthetic awareness, and above average in their view

of the importance of stUdents' understanding community and world

problems. Nonetheless, their estimate of the number of courses

that students in two -year college occupational programs should be

required to take is lower than their fellows in other discipline5,

Although more than one-third of them indicate "six or more," -
one-fifth of the group (the same'percentage as the non-huhanities

instructors.in the sample) indicate "two ormore." This probably

..reflects the orientation to interdisciplinary courses typically
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_stated as "Humanities 1" and "Humanities 2," a,sufficient exposure

for occupational students as,Rerceived by the teachers of these courses.

A4ording to members of this group, there ts\not a sufficie0t

number of any type of extracurricular presentation in the humanities.

A high percentage finds too few colloquiums and seminars, lectures,

exhibits, concerts and recitals, and films. Their own extracurricular

involvement Mn the humanities finds them well above the norm in

their participation in theater. groups, fine arts presentations,

and opera.

Not surprisingly, members of the interdisciplinary humanities

group feel that the greatest changes in humanities instruction

that have taken place'at their college tn recent years are added

Dr improved humanitfkcourses and the humanitie integrated

into i,iterdisciplinary courses. In both these categories they are

at-the top among the eleven disciplines. More of them further

tend to feel that they would like to see the humanities changed

by adding;or improving the courses and the facilities and materials

available. Further, they are tops in their desire for more emphasis

on individual development or seminars and improvedteaching

conditions. They want more administrative support for the humanities

and more community involvement in classes. In short, they w`t Id

like.to pursue the humanities vigorously in all areas.

A_sizeable.percentage of the_iniegrated humanities faculty is

In ColleOs founded since 1970. Perhaps it As here that the inter-

disciplinai'y courses have been more readily tried--it is easier

to start a new type of course in a new college than to modify existing

courses ip an older one. Twenty-two oercent Of the group is in

colleges ith 2,500 To 5,000 students. Although the faculty

teaching Theater HistoryObral Interpretation, and integrated,

humanitiescour?es has a high affinity for the university, they seen

to.be a group that also has a high concern for" developing integrated

courses within the two-year college's. More than a4 othtr discipline

they seem to be concerned with the curriculum*

12
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CONCLUSION

A
Anyone concerned with the-S6tus of the humanities in general

and with their position in communitg colleges in particular will .

have mixed reactions to the findings reported in this monograph. .

A rather common reaction, might well be that people teaching in the

humanities are making sometimesiAnt(efforts to egiourage enrollments

and to approach the material in new and interesting ways; still, on

the whole, the picture is rather bleak. Enrollments are dropping,

and what stimuli are being used constitute hardly more than meager

.drops in the bucket. On the other Rand, ildegjeated, involved .

a,
people decide to do something to enhancethe humanities, aad to mobilize

forCes with the goal of increasing enrollments and stimulating more
u,

widespread interest, many possible steps might be taken.

Inftrucitors and/or curriculum chairpersons could well match

the devices they use to their own intellectual or personality

e°' orientations, choosing from a gamut of procedures: film, lectures,

field trips, and on. This monograph is *replete with both data .

and ideas for future directions. The possibilities are endless

and many people can be involved in broadening thecue of_theliu-

manities so that more students can encounter them.

The continuation of the humanities in the colleges is important

for a number of reaso1s:. they can ncourage interests in many

different stimuli; they can help ,ld flexibility and open doors

to self-ayareness; and they can be a constant source of pleasure

both,(n one's work and personal life.

What directions will you, as readers and educators,"take to

encourage this vital force that is already at hand and only needing
-

.

to be further expressed?
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